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Salute to Thurgood Marshall
A Rousing Success!
by Joe Morra
Third Year Day
On February 29, 1992, a standing
room only crowd of students, professors,
faculty, administrators, and distinguished
members of the legal community
gathered in Herzfeld Auditorium,
Hannan Hall to celebrate the life and
accomplishments of retired United
States Supreme Court Justice Thurgood
Marshall. Hosted by the Black Law
Students Association (BLSA), the event
focused on Justice Marshall's legacy: ·
equal justice for all.
Among the many special guests and
dignitaries in attendance were United
States Supreme Court Justices Byron
White and David Souter. Karen
Tramontano, a graduate of the
Columbus School of Law and currently
the Chief of Staff to Mayor Sharon Pratt
Kelly delivered a proclamation on behalf
of the mayor. Professor David Wilkins
of Harvard Law School, a former law
clerk to Justice Marshall, delivered the
evening's keynote address.
"We're not here to bury Justice
Marshall," stated Wilkins. With that
proclamation, he proceeded to enlighten
the audience with anecdotes about the
life and times of Justice Marshall.
Wilkins focused on Marshall's theory
that the United States Constitution itself
was drafted by a limited group of people
during a specific time in this country's
history; although Marshall respected the
role of precedent and history in

interpreting the law, Marshall also stood
for the principle that the Constitution
should be interpreted in such a way to
incorporate the issues and concerns of
present day America.
Furthermore, Wilkins explained that
Justice Marshall was a man of the law,
with a vision that the world could be a
better place by working within the law.
Wilkins challenged those in attendance
to accept the responsibility that rests
with each of us as a result of the
example set by Justice Marshall.
Wilkins made a point of
acknowledging the fact that the entire
tribute was due largely to the efforts of
students who had a vision that the
evening could be very special, and who
worked diligently to achieve that goal.
"Often times we as faculty members like
to think our students don't work hard
enough, they don't appreciate us, they
don't understand the important things in
life. But we're usually wrong. It's usually
rather. . .we as faculty members who
haven't quite worked hard enough to
understand their concerns and to
connect with them, and that when given
a chance, our students almost always
surprise us," he commented.
In addition to Wilkins' keynote
address, attendees were treated to a
video vignette entitled "Thurgood
Marshall, The Man," which captured the
sense of humor and quick wit which was
Justice Marshall's trademark during his
tenure on the Supreme Court. In the
only interview Justice Marshall has ever
granted, he conversed on a variety of

The Tribute to Thurgood Marshall attracted a standing room only audience of students,
faculty, administrators, and members of the community. Pictured, L to R: David
Coaxum, Lorri Taylor, Gretchen Athias, Professor David Wilkins, U.S. Supreme Court
Justice Bryon White, Bonnie Glenn, U.S. Supreme Court Justice David H. Souter, Deborah
Cooke, David Lyles and Shaba Holley.

issues with Carl Rowan, and discussed matching different quotes with different
how the events which shaped his life as people in Black History who said them.
a youth had a profound effect on the
BLSA is to be congratulated for
way he practiced law and served as a working tirelessly to ensure that the
member of the high court.
Tribute To Thurgood Marshall was on
At the close of the evening, BLSA par with the integrity and reputation of
presented its 1992 Alumni Award to The Justice Marshall himself. A videotape of
Honorable Wendell P. Gardner, Jr., and the program will eventually be on
announced that second year day student reserve in the law library for those who
Matt Shea was the winner of the Black -were unable to attend.
More on Page Ten
History Month contest which involved

St. Ives Lecture Presented
By Judge _K enneth W. Starr
by Karen Broderick
First Year Day

The Honorable Kenneth W. Starr, pictured above with Jim Roescher, Presid1:nt of '
the Guild of Catholic Lawyers, presented the St. Ives lecture on February 19, 1992.

INFRA... LPP Certificate, at 4;
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The Honorable Kenneth W. Starr
presented the St. Ives Lecture at the
invitation of the Guild of Catholic
Lawyers on February 19, 1992. It was
standing room only in Herzfeld
Auditorium as Judge Starr spoke on
"Confession of Error and the Pursuit of
Justice." His lecture was followed by a
period during which he entertained
audience questions.
Judge Starr explored the relationship
between the prosecutorial obligation of
zealous representation and a higher duty
to confess error which may hold
negative consequences to his case. His
comments were pertinent to our legal
studies as well as spiritually thought
provoking.
The lecture and the reception which

Interning Overseas, at 14;

followed were attended by many
members of the law school community.
Reverend Byron and Dean Rohner
attended along with other
representatives of the administration.
Many faculty members, students, and
law school alumni were also in
attendance. Judge Starr was extremely
generous with his time addressing
student questions and joining in group
, photographs.
' The St. Ives Lecture is sponsored by
the Guild to present the community with ·
a prestigious speaker discussing the
·relationship between religious issues and
the study .of law in an environment
which is both academic and spiritual.
The Guild · of Catholic Lawyers
extends a special thanks to Associate
Professor William Wagner for making
this event possible through his hard
work and support.

Evaluations, at -28.
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Health Law Journal
Selects Student Articles,
Names Editor
by Steve Kenney
Student Editor-in-Chief

script). Using the same scale as above, I
how would you rate the success of the
The Journal of Contemporary
diploma campaign? Mor-ton? Ten
Health Law and Policy
again!! The new format manages to .
incorporate that Catholic uniformity
which is so important, and some degree '
of style and class which we expect from
The Editorial Board of Volume 8 of
a J.D. diploma.
The Journal of Contemporary Health Law
and Policy is pleased to announce that
Issue 3: New -Ideas
the following student articles have been
accepted for publication in Volume 9 of
In the near future, how near I can! the Journal:
not say, some things will be addressed. ·
Tricia Chupkovich: "Statutory Caps:
The semester is rapidly coming to a: An Involuntary Contribution to the
close, so some concerns will necessarily i Medical Malpractice Insurance Crisis or
be put off .until next fall. I urge the · A Reasonable Mechanism for Obtaining
student body to think about these two in, Health Care"
particular, and I will eventually set up a j
Lyn Goodman: "Health-Based
system to gauge your response. First, the i Exclusion Grounds in U.S. Immigration
issue of a town meeting will not go j Policy: Homosexuals, HIV Infection, and
away. Is it necessary? Are there things the Medical Examination of Aliens"
to be discussed? What is the overall
Josephine Hammack: ''The Antitrust
assessment of the effectiveness of such a' Laws and the Medical Peer Review
forum? Is the effectiveness simply having Process"
a place to vent? Second, is the
Helen Maroney: "The Moratorium on
suggestion of a policy where professors' Federal Funding of Fetal Tissue
actual student evaluation.s would be Transplantation Research and the NIH
available at the library desk in the same Revitalization Amendments of 1991"
manner that past exams are now
Jim . Murphy: "When Physicians
available. Is this something that would Refuse Requested Life-Sustaining
be useful, helpful, or even desired? This Treatment: Defining the Limits of
would also have to be brought before · Patient Autonomy"
the faculty committee that handles such
John Simmons: "Major Surgery:
matters, but should it even get that far? Without the Consent of the American
As mentioned before, think about these Hospital Association, the National Labor
issues, and the SBA will work on them Relations Board Prescribes a Cure for
if it seems necessary.
the . Recurring Pains of Union
Representation Elections in the Health
Care Industry"
Issue 4: Predictions
Kevin Willging: "Falcon v. Memorial
I predict that Student Appreciation
Night was a big success. (Check out the
necessity for twilight-zone tenses. I am
writing this before Student Appreciation
Night, but it won't be published until
afterwards. Neat trick, isn't it?) I also
predict that Earth Day 1992 will be an
equally big success. The date is April
10th, so keep your calendars marked!
Another great event will be the Passover •
Seder co-sponsored by the Jewish Law
Students Association and the Guild of
Catholic Lawyers, scheduled for April
5th.
Hope I didn't forget anything. '
Remember, I'm still new at this. If I did,
~
I apologize. See you next time.
Lou Barbera

I
J

I have learned what the SBA
president needs the most, and will
almost certainly ne.ver attain: the ability
to disappear. Now that my face is
recognized for more than just another
pretty one in a crowd at Col. Brooks, or
the Times, the invaluable helpfulness of
this unattainable talent crystallizes. It is
most desired when some student will
approach me with a quizzical look and
begin: "Hey, you're the SBA president,
aren't you... ?" At that moment the wish
to disappear greatly increases. The
reason is that the opening statement
above is usually followed by some inane
request, like: "Can you get Leahy moved
so the sun is not in our eyes at 5:00pm?"
or "How come the Shrine's bells go off
every 15 minutes, can you change it to
every 1/2 hour?" Oh, well, since I don't
have the ability to disappear, I'll get on
with this column.
Issue 1: Thurgood Marshall Tribute
On a scale of zero to ten with zero
being complete disaster and ten being
metaphysically unqualified success, what
would I rate the BLSA sponsored event
of February 29th? Ten!!! Much thanks
· to Bonnie Glenn and all of BLSA's
members for a wonderful, informative,
and entertaining evening.
Issue 2: Diplomas
I have received unofficial word that
the University has approved the
changing of the diploma to option #4
(colored seal and graduate's name in

Hospital: A Rational Approach to Loss
of chance in Tort Actions"
- Also, the Journal is pleas.e d to
announce that on February 28, 1992,
George P. Smith, II, Faculty Editor-inChief, and Father Raymond C. O'Brien,
Faculty Editor, selected Tricia
Chupkovich, second year day, as the
Student Editor-in-Chief for Volume 9.
Ms. Chupkovich received a BA. from
the University of :Virginia. Prior to
attending the Columbus School-of Law,
Ms. Chupkovich worked as a buyer for
the Hecht Company. This summer she
will be employed as a summer associate
with Klores & Associates in Washington,
D.C. Congratulations to Tricia and all of
the student authors.

Second Annual
Phi Alpha Delta
Suitcase Party
Madhatter

:

:

'
'

Thursday, March 26th
8:00pm

Advocates for Life
Announce a lecture on

l

New Reproductive
Technologies

Reduced Price On Drinks!
Win A Weekend Getaway!

Time and date to be announced

Raffle tickets go on sale Thursday, March 19th

l

:

•

l
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Financial Aid
News·
by Marya Dennis
Director of Financial Aid

SUMMER SCHOOL FINANCIAL AID
IS AVAILABLE
If you are planning to take three or
more credits this summer (here or
abroad) and want Financial Aid to cover
tuition and living expenses, I will need to
review your federal and commercial loan
eligibility. Please call me for an
appointment as soon as possible. Your
1992-1993 GAPSFAS should -be filed
immediately. It will take about six weeks
to get results back from GAPSFAS and
four more weeks to get a loan approved.

STAFFORD AND SLS CREDIT
CHECKS REPEALED BY SENATE
Repeal of the legislation to impose
credit checks on the Stafford and SLS
programs and allow confession of
judgement in case of default was passed
by the Senate at the end of February. It
was included in the approval of the
Reauthorization of the Higher
Education Assistance Act. The House
version was introduced at the end of
February but has yet to be voted on. We
hope it will repeal these provisions as
well. My thanks and admiration to
Brenda McAllister ~o/ her concentrated
research and dedicafion ~o this project.
And, to all of you who wrote letters to
your Representatives and Senators. Nice
work!

TOP 10 REASONS TO APPLY EARLY
FOR FINANCIAL AID (APRIL 22nd)
1. If CUA owes you a refund for
living expenses it will be available ten
days after checks are signed.
2. Deferments can be used to "pay''
your bill by mail. Skip the long Caldwell
Hall lines at registration, pick up
your completed registration form,
validate your ID, go to class and sign the
checks later.
3. All checks will be here and can be
signed at registration.

4. Loan confirmation will be sent
earlier from the lender.
5. You will save time, -energy and
frustration.
·
6. If forms are missing, you have time
to send them without delaying your loan
checks.
·
7. If you are cited for verification, we
will need your 1991 1040 form. There
will be time to comply without delaying
loan checks.
8. If your GAPSFAS is incomplete,
you will have time to provide additional
information without delaying loan
checks.
9. We can start certifying your loan
applications earlier.
10. It will be done before the "finals
crunch".

LAL AND LSL HAVE YEARLY AND
AGGREGATE LIMITS
Please review your educational debt
annually. In the 1992-1993 academic
year a student will be limited to an
educational borrowing total (including
undergraduate debt) of $84,500 from
LAL and $83,000 from LSL. These
maximums reflect the maximum
Stafford, SLS and commercial loan for
three years. If you came to law school
with educational debt, borrowed the
maximum each year or are a part-time
student borrowing $21,750 or more each
year, this may affect you. For example:
if an eligible student has borrowed
$76,000 by the en'd of the second year,
he/she would be limited to a $6,000
Stafford, $0.00 SLS and $0.00 LSL. Each
year a few-more students are surprised
by the limit and have to fmd alternative
commercial loans.
In addition, in 1992-1993 a student
will be limited by the LAL and LSL
yearly borrowing limit ($26,500), which
is lower than the projected Estimated
Cost of Attendance (tuition plus living
expenses) of $27,794. Institutional
sources have remained the same, very
limited. Unfortunately, next year Law
Loans will not make a commercial loan
to a student who has not established

Graduation Committee
Bake Sale
Wednesday, April 1st
Leahy Hall, Macke Room
B:OOam - 2:00pm

Support your Graduation Committee
and bake some goods!!!
If interested in baking or selling goods,
please leave notice in Lor~lle Nottle's mailbox
(third year day). Thanks!

CUA law students and their guests planned to party all night long at the Barrister's Ball.

credit with Norwest Bank, SD through
the Stafford, SLS or an outside
commercial loan. Students who might
otherwise have gotten an LAL or LSL
will be forced to use the Nellie Mae or
PEP loan program that r~quire a credit
worthy co-signer due to the student's
high debt to income ratio. Interest must
be paid while the student is in school on
most of these loans. The ConSern Loan'
Program will not be continued for the
1992-1993 academic year. Reading the
"fme print" (in the loan application booklets) now, could make a big
difference in your last year. Planning
ahead by earning extra money in the
summer or working part-time during the
school year could also decrease a loan
burden later. With costs increasing every
year, it will become more difficult to
borrow every dollar necessary to pay for
law school in the future.

PLANNING FOR DEBT REPAYMENT
Did you know that the average
monthly payment on a $34,500 debt is
$472 for 10 years? This represents a full
Stafford and SLS for three years. The
average monthly payment on $78,000
(adding in $14,500 commercial loan for
three years) increases it to $1,113 for ten
years, then $656 for an additional five
years. Stafford, SLS and Perkins loans
can be consolidated and spread over a
maximum of 25 years, but the
commercial loans cannot.
Each year some · students say they
"had no idea" that they borrowed so
much money. What is the first year
salary expectation to support the last
payment schedule? Reviewing your debt
total each year could ease the anxiety.
This past Fall, first year students
received debt management information
at orientation. The packet contained
charts to estimate monthly payments
each year. It will be given to graduating
students at their (mandatory) exit
counseling sessions beginning April 6,
1992. Interested second year (day and
evening) Students and third year
(evening) students may pick up the
packets in my office.
·

EXIT COUNSELING SESSIONS
SCHEDULED FOR GRADUATING
STUDENTS
It is mandatory that all graduating
students who have borrowed under the
Stafford (formerly Guaranteed Student)

Loan and/or the Supplement~ loan for
Students (SLS) program attend one of
the- following exit counseling sessions.
During the 40 minute sessions, students
will obtain a print out of all loans
borrowed while attending the Columbus
School of Law, charts to estimate their
monthly payments and valuable
information regarding consolidation,
grace periods and deferments of the
loans. Sessions will be held in Keane
Auditorium unless noted by * for the
Moot Court room.
Monday, April 6th: 2:10, 3:10, 5:10*,
6:20. . '
Tuesday, April 7th: 10:10, 1:10, 2:10.
Wednesday,--April 8th: 11:10, 2:10, 3:10,
5:10, 6:20.
Thursd'!}', April 9th: 10:10, 1:10, 2:10.
Friday, April 10th: 11:10, 2:10*.
Monday, April 13th: 11:10, 2:10, 3:10,
5:10*, 6:20.
Tuesday, April 14th: 10:10, 1:10, 2:10.
Wednesday, April 15th: 11:10, 2:10, 3:10,
5:10, 6:20.
Thursday, April 16th: 10:10, 1:10, 2:10.

BAR_STUDY/EXAM LOANS (BSL),
(BEL) AVAILABLE
The Law Loans and Law Access
Loan Program each offer a $5,000
(maximum) loan to graduating students
to cover a Bar Review course and living
expenses between graduation and the
Bar exam. Only students with previously
established credit with lAL or LSL are
eligible. Terms and conditions are
similar to those of the respective
commercial loan, but should be reviewed
before application. _ Complete and
forward them to the Financial Aid office
as soon as possible. The LSL (BSL)
must be certified by the Financial Aid
office by May 24th and the lAL (BEL)
no later than June 23rd.
1992-1993 LOAN APPLICATIONS

AVAILABLE SOON
Law Loan Program (LSL)
applications are scheduled to arrive in
the Financial Aid office at the end of
March. Applications will not be sent to
previous LSL borrowers. Law Access
Loan (LAL) applications are not due to
arrive until the end of April. But, lAL
will send pre-printed applications out to
previous borrowers They will use the
permanent address on your most recent
Continued on Page Seven
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Law and Public Policy
Program Offers Certificate
by Catherine A. Dunn
Second Year Day

Starting in the fall of 1992, students
interested in public law will be able to
earn a certificate in the area of law and
public policy. The certificate program
has been developed as part of the
overall Law and Public Policy (LPP)
program.
Since its establishment in 1985 by
Professor Harold McDougall, the LPP
program has enabled students to gain
experience and develop skills in public
law and policy areas. "We have been
building the program for six years," said
Professor
McDougall,
"continually
exploring its parameters and limits. It
has become clear that the clinical
experience of working on the Hill has to
be augmented by analytical skills."
McDougall recognizes that many of
the analytical skills necessary in the area
of public policy law are to be found

outside the law school, through courses
offered by the university's graduate
departments of history and political
science. The LPP certificate is intended
to provide students with a structured
program. "Analytical skills may be found
in a number of places," said McDougall.
"The certificate program is designed to
pull these sources together under one
law and public policy umbrella," he
added.
Students interested in participating in
the certificate program will be required
to take public policy externships and
LPP classroom courses in addition to
general law courses. Students must also
take two graduate courses (6 credits) in
the graduate political science and history
departments. The certificate program
requires a total of 18 credits, however,
several of these credits include classes
that students would normally take to
fulfill the requirements of graduation.
The graduate course requirement has
been established to provide students
access to information and skills that may
not be present in the current law school

The "Dollars For Change" Runathon to benefit Native Americans and The Nature Conservancy is underway! Approximately SO CUA Law students will run the lOK race to
raise money for the cause. L to R: Sarah Robichaud, Dave Koelsch, Genie Miller,
Greg Asciolla, Joe Morra.

core curriculum. However, through cross
listing, whereby a professor from
another graduate school or an adjunct
professor will offer a specialized course
in the law school curriculum, students
can substitute such a law course in place
of taking an equivalent course in
another graduate school.
The certifi~ate program is part of an
ongoing process to consolidate and
broaden the base of the LPP program.
"We are working to develop professional
networks in various cities among LPP
graduates," said Professor McDougall.
"Through the network, we hope to

provide graduates of the LPP program
access to public policy jobs, as well as
the opportunity to meet people already
working in the public policy area of law."
The first year st~deiits will be the
first to be able to participate in the
certificate program as a class. However,
second year students who have already
participated in LPP internships and
classes could also qualify for the
certificate. Students can obtain
information regarding the specific
certificate requirements and particular
classes offered by contacting Mrs. Patty
Walker in Room 10 of Leahy Hall.

Life With Law. and Public Policy
by Teri Poust
Third Year Day
The Law and Public Policy (LPP)
program recently conducted a survey of
its graduates as part of its goal to build
a network among its alumni. The
graduates were asked not only to
comment on their present employment,
but also on how their experiences with
the LPP program have benefited them
with their present career. The
information contained within the
responses was fascinating and brought to
light several interesting trends.
The most striking trend contained
within the surveys is the geographic area
in which the program's alumni choose to
practice. Twenty-four of the twenty-nine
people responding to the survey have
remained on the east coast with the
majority remaining in the Washington,
D .C. area. Exemplifying this trend,
Daniel M. Turbitt, a 1988 graduate
works in the field of labor and
employment law for the U.S. Merit
Systems Protection Board in
Washington, D ,C., and Matthew E.
Bradley, 1989, works in the fields of
administrative, civil rights, and
employment law for the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission,
also located in Washington, D.C.
Noting that many of the program's
graduates remain in the area, Robert M.
Sadler, 1990, had some good advice for
CUA law student~. Presently working
for Piper & Marbury in Washington,
D.C., in the field of environmental law,
he stated that his experience with the
LPP program benefited him greatly. "I
more fully appreciate the value of my
LPP experiences, especially my

internship placements, -in preparing me
for work in a private law firm." He
added that "LPP should definitely be
made a part of the curriculum of any
student planning to stay in D.C."
A few of the program's graduates,
however, have chosen to leave the area
and in one case, the country. Lynne M.
J urgielwicz, 1985, went to London
following graduation and obtained her
L.L.M. at the London School of
Economics and Political Science. She
presently tutors for the L.L.M. program
and is working towards her PH.D. on
the International Legal Order and
Global Environmental Problems.
Two of the program's graduates have
ventured as far as the Pacific Northwest.
John F. McHale, 1990, is presently
working in the King County Superior
Court in Seattle, Washington. Mr.
McH ale credits the Law and Public
Policy Program with enabling him to
look "at cases that come to trial from a
public policy viewpoint." He encourages
lawyers to take "positive actions" to
"better the lives of all" adding that "it is
important to think about the ultimate
effect of our actions in day to day work."
Jeff Fish, 1988, has spent the last six
months at Oregon Legal Services in
Hillsboro, Oregon -- a suburb of
Portland. After spending two and a half
years at the Public Defenders Office in
Portland handling mostly felony cases,
he is now "busy learning various parts of
administrative, family,
consumer,
landlord/ tenant, and housing law." While
at times he questions his move from the
Washington area, he is appreciative of
the "opportunities to learn and
experience the law" he is receiving.
Another important bit of information

found within the surveys relates to the
type of organization each of the
program's graduates is working for and
the wide range of fields in which they
practice. Eighteen of the responding
graduates are now working for law
firms, however, the areas of law in which
they are practicing vary tremendously.
Ed Sisk, 1988, for example, has been
practicing in the area of municipal
finance with Mudge, Rose, Guthrie,Alexander & Ferdon in New York, New
York. He commented that his
experience with the LPP program has
benefited him as the majority of the
transactions he now handles "involve
public purpose and non-profit entities."
Mark A. Patterson, 1990, is practicing in
the area of civil practice specializing in
health care at Fox, Bennett & Turner,
in Washington, D.C. Richard L.
Slowinski, 1991, is practicing in the field
of taxation at Baker & McKenzie in
Washington, D.C. He commented that
he finds his work "fascinating" and has
been encouraged to study for his L.L.M.
Several of the program's graduates
are involved with litigation. Frank
Mcintyre, 1991, litigates primarily in the
area of insurance defense for Podvey,
Sachs, Meanor, Catenacci, Hildver &
Cocozello in New Jersey. Mr. Mcintyre
·commented that at times he wishes he
were back in school, adding that this "is
a sue happy society and attorneys are
part of the problem." Mark Feinroth,
1990, is involved in insurance defense
and private practice litigation for
Lipshultz & Hone, Chartered, in Silver
Spring, Maryland. While interested in
working in state.or local government, he
remarked that he is prevented from
doing so as jobs are scarce in our

l

present economy. Alternatively, he is
considering running for a seat in the
Maryland legislature in 1994.
Others Whose job descriptions involve
litigation include Andrew B. Brown,
1987, who is working in the areas of
domestic, family, and criminal law as
well as general litigation for Anstine ~
Anstine in York, Pennsylvania. He
indicated that he often looks back on his
internship with the American Civil
Liberties Union through the Law and
Public Policy program "as the most
intellectually stimulating and fun activity
[he] had at CUA." Elaborating on Mr.
Brown's comments, _Gregory R.
Faulkner, 1991, indicated that "there is
no substitute for 'real life' experience."
While he feels that law school prepared
him well for his position litigating for
Garcia, Seeley & Berglass in New
Haven, Connecticut, he also indicated
that he still has much to learn. "Every
law school student should do some type
of clinical . program to make the
transition to 'real life' at least a little
easier," he explained.
Others were quick to credit the LPP
program with helping them to adjust to
their job after graduation. Christopher
S. Mattingly, 1991, explained "you learn
more in one day in a law firm
concerning the realities of law, than in
three years of law school." Mr. Mattingly
is presently working as a general
practitioner at Tronolone & Surgally,
P.C. in Buffalo, New York. He further
explained that the LPP clinics "prepare
students for the practicalities that a new
lawyer inevitably encounters, and should
be a - greater focus for law schools."
Jeremy H.G. Ibrahim, 1988, added that
Continued on Page Five
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Charting Genetic
Structure
by Mary Kate Connolly
First Year Day

On February 26, 1992, Andrew
Kimbrell, activist, author and attorney,
upon an invitation from Advocates for
Life, addressed an enthusiastic audience
on the developments in bio-technology
and its ethical implications. Kimbrell
focussed on the Human Genome Project
which is being co-sponsored by the
National Institute of Health.
The Project's purpose is to chart the
genetic structure of the human body,
thereby understanding the formation of
human defects. Moreover, ·it is
attempting to link elements of human
behavior, for example shyness, to a
specific genetic composition. Although a
seemingly altruistic and beneficial
project, it is dangerous because the
human body becomes like a machine, a
commercial commodity which can be
engineered, manufactured and
controlled.
Kimbrell observed that commercial
eugenics creates a biological underclass.
In a survey taken of married couples in
New England, 6% said they would abort
if it w~s determined that their child had
a genetic propensity to cystic fibrosis.
The same survey reported that 11 %
would abort if their child had a genetic
propensity to obesity. Kimbrell stated
that although some of the research was
beneficial, much of it had been
detrimental. For example the discovery
of the human growth hormone was a

potential cure for the 2,000 people in the
United States who are dwarfs. Yet,
because so much money was spent on
the discovery, in a sense a new disease
had to be- created. Through studies it
was determined that the bottom 3% of
the population in height were more
likely to get sick and were negatively
effected in job opportunities, therefore
they should undergo the growth
hormone treatment. The treatment must
be begun on children, lasts for ten years
and costs over $150,000 dollars. As
Kimbrell pointed out, the company has
an endless market.
In 1980, the Supreme Court in a 5-4
decision allowed the patenting of microorganisms. Thus, the ownership of life
forms is not illegal. In France, scientists
are trying to patent a woman. Genes are
being patented in the U.S. which are not
fully mapped out, as they exist in nature.
This mechanization of life apparently
has no limits. Kimbrell, after recounting
the history of developments of biotechnology, challenged his audience by
asking: "When have we (as a nation)
even come close to limiting technology
to a beneficial purpose? When will it
become an imperative to start?"
Kimbrell advocates a moratorium on
the Human Genome Project until legal
prohibitions can be put in place to
protect the dignity of human persons.
After the engaging lecture, Kimbrell.
entertamed questions for two hours. His
answers reflected the breadth of his
knowledg~ of law, biology, philosophy
and theology.
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VEHICLE THEFTS - THEFT FROM VEHICLES - OAMAGE TO VEHICLES
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In recent weeks there
involving vehicles on
Several vehicles have
items stolen, or door

has been a increase in incidents
campus and the surrounding vicinity.
been stolen, others broken into and
locks and ignitions damaged.

Ca•pus Poljce patrols have been intensified.

The Metropolitan Police Depart•ent 4t~ and 5th Districts have
also increased patrols of the surrounding vicinity.
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To prevent or deter theft . of your vehicle, use a
anti-theft device such as a steering column lock.
Two such devices are J-Locks and Club-Locks.

I
I
I
I
I

The Depart•ent of Public Safety, Cri•e Prevention
Officer has J-Locks for sale.

8

PRECAUTIONS TO SAFEGUARD TOUR VEHICLE:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Lock your car, install the steering colu•n lock, and
take the key when you leave.

I

I
I
I

Take everything of value with you or lock it in yo~r
:
trunk. Don't leave luggage, packages, and other
valuables in plain view inside the car to tempt a thief. I
Report any suspicious persons or a~tivity in your area
to the campus police immediately. 319-51111

I
I
I
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Law Review
Announces New Board
The Catholic University Law Review
Volume 41 Board of Editors is pleased
to announce the selection of editors and
staff for Volume· 42. Congratulations!

Conway, Craig Gilmore, John
Mahoney, Michael Murphy, Maria
Perugini, and William Wilhelm
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS

BOARD OF EDITORS

Editor-in-Chief -- Scott Gilly
Executive Editor -- Evan Anne O'Neill
Managing Editor -- Christy Kunin
Senior Lead Articles & Book Review
Editor -- Richard Kaltenbach
Production Editor -- Jessica Schaffer
Lead Articles Editor
Andrea
Heffernan
Note and Comment Editors -- Benjamin
Barnett, Brian Dolan, Craig Hillwig,
Justin Lilley, Shana Ommaya, Susan
Smith, and Karen Terhune
Associate Editors -- Bryan Brewer, Amy

David Berman, Eileen Brown, Michael
Cogan, Deborah Cooke, Philip Feigen,
Jeffrey Larroca, , Kurt Saccone, and
Maureen Walsh
SENIOR STAFF

Gregory Asciolla, Scott Becker,
Elizabeth Carty, David Doty, Julia Farr,
Lee Filderman, Robert Lian, Julie
Martin, Dan Moynihan, Kathleen Ryan,
Deborah Schwager, Jeanne Siebert, Chet
Thompson, Michael Valerio, Anne
Whitney, and Douglas Wigdor

Law and Public Policy
Continued from Page f:'our
"the general population of attorneys do
not appreciate the nature nor expertise
of public interest law. Invariably, when
the public interest attorneys leave for
private practice, their careers are
extremely successful." Mr. Ibrahim is
currently practicing in the areas of
criminal and bankruptcy in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
The vast array of opportunities
available to attorneys is shown by a
number of the program's graduates.
Three of those who . responded are
currently working for judges. Beth
Welsh, 1991, is clerking at the United
States ·District Court in Washington,
D.C.; Carol Drew, 1990, is clerking at
the United States Claims Court in the
Office of Special Masters in Arlington,
Virginia; and John F. McHale, as
mentioned earlier, is clerking at King
County Superior Court in Seattle,
Washington.
'
Job opportunities also abound in the
government. Craig Winslow, 1987, is
working in the areas of legislative and
administrative law in the Office of
General Counsel for the United States
General .Accounting Office in

Washington, D.C. He credits the LPP
program with helping him to obtain his
present position as the work he did
during his internship "was directly
applicable" to the work he presently
performs. This may be one of the
greatest benefits of the LPP program as
students gain exposure to various areas
of the law and are better able to
determine their likes and dislikes.
Another of the program's graduates
working for the government is Kathleen
Burke Cooney, 1989. She is working in
the field of intellectual property l!lw with
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
in Arlington, Virginia. Reflecting on her
placement with the LPP program, Ms.
Cooney .stated that · her experience
"changed [her] outlook on law and
public policy'' which in turn "added to
her] personal commitment to the
practice of law."
As the results of the survey clearly
demonstrate, graduates of the LPP
program experience much success in
their legal cai:eers. By working together
.and forming a network between past and
future graduates, the LPP program .can
continue to have a positive effect on the
careers of the program's graduates .
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Inns of Court Revamps Selection Process
by Joe Morra
Third Year Day
In an effort to improve the selection
process, and to enhance the reputation
of the organization, the CUA Thurgood
Marshall American Inn of Court has
restructured the process by which it will
select new student members.
Responding to criticism levied by
individual students, as well as an
editorial which appeared in the February
3, .1992 issue of Judicial Notice, faculty
and student members of the Inn have
refined the selection process. The new
procedures, which incorporate many of
the suggestions offered by those who
criticized the former process, will be
implemented immediately.
Reasons for Changes
Louis Barracato, Associate Professor
and founding member of the Inn,
emphasized that the organization is still
in the formative stages, and that these
types of problems are not surprising.
"We've made what we consider to be
improvements in the selection process,
and we based those changes not only on
criticisms from students, but also on
procedures by which the Inn itself
selects new members," explained
Barracato. l,Jltimately, Barracato stressed that
the organization wants to be as
reasonable as possible in selecting its
members, and has made these changes
towards that goal. Because the Inn is an
organization which is wholly separate

from the Columbus School of Law, its graduating student members of the Inn.
members are not required to make any These students will consider everything
changes whatsoever to please the that is provided them, including but not
students at CUA. However, "since we limited to grades, class rank, community
formed the Inn for the benefit of our involvement, interest in litigation,
students,"admitted Barracato, "we are participation in law school functio·ns and
more than willing to listen to their organizations, special interests, and the
suggestions and implement constructive reasons stated in the cover letter for
changes. If there are still improvements wanting to be a member of the Inn.
"That's the way the Inn itself chooses
to be made after this procedure is
implemented, then we'll take further its members from the legal community,"
suggestions under advisement at that · explained Barracato. "I have no problem
time," he added.
with students selecting other students for
the initial round of the process," he
added, "because it's been my experience
New Procedures
Membership in the Inn will be limited that students handle this responsibility
to third year day students and fourth with integrity." He also indicated that
year night students. In previous years, student members currently participating
the Inn accepted students in their in the Inn of Court really are in a prime
second year of study, and allowed them position to understand what types of
to continue their membership during · skills and experiences are preferable in
their entire tenure at CUA This student. members of the Inn.
practice brought perhaps the strongest
After evaluating all of the cover
criticism from students who maintained letters and resumes submitted for
that it was unfair to allow certain consideration, the current student
students the opportunity to participate members of the Inn will narrow the pool
for more than one year, when other down to approximately 20-25 candidates.
students were denied the opportunity to Those candidates each will be
participate at all.
interviewed by at least one student
As in previous years, those who wish member of the Inn. "It would be
to be considered for membership in the wonderful if every candidate could be
Inn must submit a cover letter interviewed, but with 80-100 applicants,
explaining not only what they hope to
it's just not possible to conduct that
gain from their participation in the
many interviews," explained Barracato.
organization, but also what skills and
"With students evaluating the applicants,
benefits they hope to contribute to the
there's a good possibility that at least
Inn. Applicants must also submit a
someone personally will know the
candidate being evaluated. In addition,
resume for consideration.
this will hopefully prevent students from
The initial round of evaluation of all
alleging that certain people are selected
candidates will be conducted by the

just because they had classes with a
particular professor or professors."
After the interviews are conducted,
students will make their
recommendations to the faculty
members of the Inn, who will then make
the final choices for membership.
Alternates will be selected in ranking
order, so there will be no question as to
which alternate will fill a vacancy left by
any student who withdraws from the
Inn.
Some Subjectivity Inevitable
Barracato acknowledged that there
are always going to be those who are
unhappy, especially when there is no
quantifiable way of measuring who will
be the best candidates for membership
in the Inn. He admittea that some of the
evaluative process is necessarily
subjective. "If ybu've got a candidate that
nobody on the fo.n has ever heard of,
chances are that's not the kind of person
you - want participating in the Inn
anyhow," he said.
He added that the selection process
is a difficult one, and his main concern
is that it is as equitable as possible, and
that it yields the best candidates for
membership in the Inn.
Any second year day students and
third year evening students who wish to
apply for membership in the Inn should
submit a cover letter and resume to
Professor Barracato no later than
5:_90pm on Monday, March 30, 1992.
The Inn plans to select its new members
before the end of classes in April 1992.
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Legal Pursuits
C&P--CRIME & PUNISHMENT
H&L--JHSTORY AND LEGALESE
L&A--IAW & THE ARTS
C--OUR CONSTIWTION
P--PERSONAllTIES

1. C&P--lnud was the cause ofthe largest
mass arrest in the United States?
2. H&L--I/ you die intestak, you die
without what?
3. L&A--What Beatles song became the
title of a 70's best-seller about cult
murders?
4. C--How many justices served when the
Supreme Court was its largest?
5. P--What playwright said, "The jury,
passing on the prisoner's life, may in the
swom twelve have a thief or two guiltier
than him they try"?
6. C&P--Jnud was the greatest settlement
ever made in a patent-infringement suit?
7. H&L--In which state did the Josephson
BRCfirst offer a bar review course?
8. L&A--Jnud sentence was imposed on
Alice by the Queen of hearts?
9. C--Jnud case established that a
nofthem state could not be compelled to
return an escaped slave to the South?

61

10. P--Jnudis the name of the largest law
jinn in the world?
11. C&P--According to /. Edgar Hoover,
most burglaries happen on which night of
the week?

12. H&L--What nde is so complicated
that the California Supreme Court thoul/ll
it too difficult for a lliWyer to understand?
13. L&A--Jnud Watetgate conspirator
also wrote mystery novels?
14. C-The ril/ll ofthe people to assemble
freely is protected by which
amendment(s)?
15. P--What two attomeys narrowly
escaped the massacre at Jonestown?
16. C&P--Sacco and Vanzetti were
First years shown after indulging in all the Barrister's Ball has to offer.
executed for committing what crime?
17. H&L--Jack and Edna Moran of
Seattle, Washington, have done what with
eaih other 40 times, in several countries?
18. L&A--Jnud was the name of the fU$1
officer in Caine Mutiny Court Martial?
19. C--Which constitutional amendment
established federal income taxation?
20. P--Jnud American actress said, "It
ain't no sin if you crack a few laws now
feature should save approximately five
and then, just so Jong as you don't break Continued from Page 17iree
days (the time between my office and
any"?
Answers on Page Twenty-Six application. I will accept loan LAL data entry). In our office, less data
applications for next year as soon as you entry and handwriting will be required.
can send them in. We will begin
PAY BY MAIL
processing them around the middle of
May.
As in prior years, students will be
able to defer loans, scholarships and
LAW ACCESS LOANS (LAL) TO
BE CERTIFIED ELECTRONICALLY grants confirmed by the University
and/or lender on their fall tuition bill.
In May 1992, I will have the ability to According to my sources, the Student
certify 1992-1993 loans from the LAL Accounts computer system will be able
program through my computer and to view Financial Aid information this
modem. The application process will not summer for the first time. This sh~uld
change. Students will still complete the drastically reduce the amount of
application and promissory notes and "documentation" needed to prove that
submit them to my office. I will transmit Financial Aid sources are approved. A
the application information full explanation of deadlines, forms and
electronically, then send the promissory how to make corrections to your bill will
notes in the mail. At the same time I be addressed in a future
will send you a letter showing that it has correspondence. I hope to have this
been certified. A confirmation letter information before you leave for
from the lender will follow shortly. This summer break.

....

Financial Aid
Update

SMH Bar Review
ls Pleased to Welcome

Professor William Fox
of the
Columbus School of Law
Catholic University
to its Bar Review Faculty

For Information about SMH Bar Review Courses or for
Information about becoming a Campus Rep call us or
see:
David Donohue Gordon Giampietro Jim Kimble
Sheryl Randazzo Margaret Roberts
Stan Snow

.. (::_

l

===

BAR REVIEW
202-429-9774

. 800-368-9937
.f..1992. Mead Data Central. Inc All Rights Reserved
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The New Kids On The Block
by Joe Morra
Third Year Day

We've all noticed them. Those new
faces that appear during the first few
weeks of second year. We're not sure
who they are, or where they came from.
Although there's a possibility that
these new faces are people from another
section that you didn't have the
opportunity to meet during that hectic
first year of law school, chances are they
are transferring or visiting students.
"Everybody thought I was from a
different section, or they assumed I was
a first year," explained Jennifer Risley, a
third year day student who transferred
to the Columbus School of Law form
Hamline University in St. Paul,
Minnesota. "I could hear people in my
classes saying things like 'she must have
been in the other section,' and I felt like
saying 'no, I'm NEW!"'

Jennifer Risley

Each year, the Columbus School of
Law takes in transfer and visiting
students. Their reasons- for choosing
CUA are varied: the curriculum, the
location, personal relationships, the job
market. In some years, CUA has
accepted only a handful, and. at other
times the numbers have reached as high
as 20. Transfer students will receive a
diploma from the Columbus School of
Law, whereas visiting students will only
receive credits towards graduation from
their original law school.
"All of my credits transferred," stated
Sharon Denerstein, a transfer student
from Seton Hall in Newark, New Jersey.
"The Admissions Office took everything.
However, you still have to take a certain
number of classes from this school in
order to be ranked, so even if you came
here with a lot of credits, you still have
to take a lot of courses when you're
here."
Transferring and visiting students at
CUA are faced with experiences and
challenges unlike those of other students
who receive their entire education from
the Columbus School of Law. Kevin
Copp, a transfer student from -widener
Law School in Harrisburg, Pennsylvania,
stated "the transition went well for the
most part, but I was frustrated a lot
during my first semester at CUA

because of the fact that I had a really
good experience during my first year in
law school at Widener, and got to be
friends with a lot of people. Then you
get here, and you're just kind of a face,
and although people are very nice to
you, it's like you haven't earned your
acceptance yet. Not that anybody really
expects you to eam your acceptance; it's
just that it takes awhile for everyone else
to get used to you, as it does for you to
get used to them."
John Tenn, a transfer student from
Loyola University in New Orleans,
Louisiana, admitted that he may have
had an easier time making the transition
than most. He said "It wasn't difficult to
get involved, but I think I had an
advantage because my brother Jimmy
[Class of 1991] had been here for two
years already, and I became friends with
a lot of his friends:" All of the students
interviewed for this article indicated that
the students at CUA were very friendly,
and some indicated they were friendlier
than what they'd experienced at other
schools which they attended.
Without a doubt, there is a certain
amount of bonding that occurs between
students in their first year of law school.
Not having had the benefit of that
experience with the students at CUA,
transferring and visiting students may
have a tough time assimilating
themselves into the student body at
CUA. Risley stated "It was hard to
break the barriers of those sections
which had already been established," but
also indicated that once she started
meeting people and becoming involved,
she felt more comfortable. When asked
whether or not she made the right
choice by transferring here, she
enthusiastically responded "I like
Catholic, and I'm glad I came here!"
All of the students thought the
Admissions Office was very efficient in
helping them make the decision to
attend CUA. "The procedure was pretty
easy," stated Tenn, and others agreed.
Risley added "they answered all my
questions, and sent me books about
where to find apartments and what the
curriculum was; I called them with a lot
of questions, and they answered them
all."
Given the warm welcome offered by
the Admissions staff, most students were
prepared for a smooth assimilation into
CUA student life. However, all of the
students interviewed expressed some
degree of dissatisfaction with the events
that occurred once they enrolled. The
law school administration hosted one
event during the week before classes
started, at which time transferring and
visiting students had the opportunity to
meet each other and ask questions about
the Columbus School of Law. However,
after that initial event, the students
experienced a sense of abandonment.
"There was a lot of information
missing," noted Risley. "They didn't
indicate to me in any way what the .
staple courses were. At Hamline,
Federal Tax is what a third year student
would take, not a second year student.
It's completely different, and I didn't
know that. Plus, I registered for way too
many credits, because nobody told me
what the standard course load was."

Other students agreed, and expressed a
feeling that the curriculum in which they
enrolled during that first year was due
largely to vacancies left in certain
classes, rather than a specific interest in
taking a given course.
Risley 1also recounted a nightmarish
scenario which became a reality for her
during her first semester at the
Columbus School of Law. "I didn't get
the student handbook until December or
January, and I really had to hound the
administration to get it," she said. "As a
result, I didn't know anything about
switching examinations, so I took my24hour take home exam in Immigration
Law, handed it in at 2:00pm, and at
2:10pm took my Federal Tax exam,
because I had no idea that you could
bump one of them. It just wasn't the
policy at my old school."
Tenn said "Getting used to the
different ways teachers tested and the
different type of structure to the school,
and the locations of all of the buildings
was much harder than getting involved
with the people. Copp and Denerstein
agreed that the administration should do
more to make the initial transition less
difficult. Copp credits his involvement
with Moot Court and the International
Law Society for being the catalyst to
assimilating into the CUA experience.
Risley was particularly concerned that
future visiting and transferring students
might not be faced with any better a
scenario, and suggests the
implementation of some sort of mentor
program to . help them make the
transition. "I even suggested after my
second year to Dean Lord that I would
be a mentor for transferring, students,
but he said that the program had been
implemented once and it did not work
out," she stated. "I don't see how it could
really fail, though. After all, you're not
required to do anything except _be there
to answer questions or be accessible. .
.and they're pretty basic questions, like
'What the heck is the Macke room?'"
Tenn concurred, stating "they definitely
should do it."

There are other hurdles which
transferring and visiting students face at
the Columbus School of Law. For
example, Denerstein noted "transfers
have the opportunity to write onto Law
Review, but it's during school when
we're applying for jobs. It's not the same
conditions as everyone else who gets to
do it, when they have a week off.
Basically, there was no choice--I just
didn't have time to do it."
As evidenced from the input offered
by these four transferring students,
despite CUA's -general reputation for
being a pleasant place to study law,
there is some room for improvement
when it comes to welcoming visiting and
transferring students to the Columbus
School of Law. Even so, these students,
and many of their peers, have expressed
no regrets in deciding to attend CUA.
Copp summed it up by saying "I
would transfer here again, but my advice
to anyone is to try to be where you want
to be in the beginning! My only goal
now is to one day divorce myself from
the transfer student stigma. 'This is
Kevin the transfer student'. . .one day
it'll be 'Kevin the Catholic grad."'

Sharon Denerstein and Kevin Copp took a few minutes to discuss the pros and
cons of transferring to CUA Law.
Photo by JM.
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Get Your Picks
And Shovels!
hope that many current students,
graduates and their families would join
the celebration.
The ceremony and reception will take
place (weather permitting) on the site of
the new building. All students are
invited to join th~ deans, faculty, alumni
and friends of the school in this
celebration. Invitations will be sent to
all students in April, but we hope you
will mark your calendar now and plan
to be with us for this special occasion.
Watch, also, for announcement of a building and artists' renderings of
date when the model of the new interior spaces will be on display in

by Leah Wortham
Associate Dean for Student and
External Affairs

The official groundbreaking ceremony
for the new law school building will take
place at l:OOpm on Saturday, May 23,
1992. The event will be a festive one,
with participation of city officials,
trustees, donors, alumni and school
administrators. The date for this event
was chosen specifically to come after
exams and to coincide with the
graduation weekend festivities in the

Leahy, with people available to answer
questions.

The Second Annual CUA Law
School Charity Runathon
'f
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The -Nature Conservancy
Protects endangered species and
ecosystems by purchasing environmentally
·
sensitive land
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BLSA News
"Salute" A Success
by Deborah Cooke
Second Year Day

The Black Law Students Association
(BLSA) is pleased to announce that its
"Salute To Thurgood Marshall" program
- was a great success! Among the special
guests and dignitaries in attendance
were United States Supreme Court
Justices Byron White and David Souter;
Wendell Gardner, Jr., D.C. Superior
Court; Judge Sullivan, D.C. Court of
Appeals; Judge Richard Levie, D.C.
Superior Court; Judge Marcus Williams,
CUA Law School alumni and Chief of
Staff to the Mayor of D.C.; .Karen
Tramontano, who delivered a
proclamation on behalf of Mayor Kelly;
and our keynote speaker for the
evening's event, Professor David Wilkins
of Harvard Law School.
There were many people who were
instrumental in making the program and
the entire Black History Month
celebration a success. Those individuals
include: Dean Rohner for all of his

support and guidance; Father Byron;
Monica Rohner; Joan Vorrasi for all of
her help; Professor Collins for helping
to confirm the keynote speaker;
Professor Miles, Professor Lester, and
Professor Clark for their continued
support; CUA's Public Affairs
Department; Nicole Meeks and Bill
Frazier for designing an excellent Black
History Month Bulletin Board; David
Michael Lyles for developing the Black
History Month Contest and for
continuous support throughout the year;
Jay Taylor for coordinating and
conducting a raffle to raise funds for the
program; Kelleye Martin for releasing
the press packets; David Coaxum for
coordinating fundraisers to raise funds
for the program; Lorri Taylor and Shaba
Holley for their continued help and
support; Deborah Cooke for publicity;
Gretchen Athias for designing the
wonderful programs for the event and
for always being there to provide
guidance and support.
Last but not least, thanks to BLSA

U.S. Supreme Court Justice Byron White, BLSA President Bonnie Glenn, and U.S.
Supreme Court Justice David H. Souter were among those who paid tribute to
Thurgood Marshall on February 29, 1992.

President, Bonnie Glenn, for taking
what was once just an idea, and through
hard work and dedication, turning that
idea into reality. Thank you, Bonnie, for
working to make the Thurgood Marshall
program a wonderful event and a
tremendous success for BLSA and the
entire university. Your outstanding
leadership has made this a tremendous
year for BLSA!

We would also like to thank all th
members of BLS4, for their hard wor
and support, ~(I the law schoc
administration, "faculty, students, staJ
and guests for attending this specic:
event. The members of BLSA loo
forward to sponsoring interesting an
exciting programs and events in the ne>
school year which will serve to benefi
the entire law school community.
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Graduation Speaker .Try-Outs

Friday, April 3rd~ -- Monday,
April 6th
All graduating students are eligible!

Interested students must prepare ·a
six to seven minute speech to be given before
the Graduation Committee.
If interested, you must drop a note in Lorelle Nott/e's
mailbox (third year day) by Monday, March 30th.
She will contact you to set up try-out tim_es.

I
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by Teri Poust
Third Year Day

We hear about it on a daily basis: the
greenhouse effect, oil . spills, acid rain,
entire species of animals becoming
extinct. Our environment needs our
help! No matter how impossible the
situations seems, however, there is a lot
that we can do.
Some time ago the Earth Works
Group published a book detailing some
of these items. Most of them are very
simple and take almost no time at all. 50
Simple Things You Can Do to Save the
Earth offers a guide for both the die
hard environmentalist and for the
rookie.
Below is a list of items taken from
the book that each of us can do to help.
Snip six-pack rings
Problem:
Six-pack holders are
virtually invisible underwater, so marine
animals can't avoid them. Birds can
catch one loop around their neck and
snag another loop on a stationary object.
As a result, they drown or strangle
themselves. Occasionally, a bird will end
up with the ring stuck around its bill.
Unable to open its mouth, it starves to
death.

What you can do: Before you toss sixpack holders into the garbage, snip each
circle with a pair of scissors. When
you're on the beach, pick up any sixpack rings you find and take them with
you. Snip them before you throw them
away.

Stop junk mail
Problem: Americans receive almost
two million tons of junk mail every year.
About 44% of this junk mail is never
even opened. The junk mail Americans
receive in one day could produce
enough energy to heat 250,000 homes.
What you can do: Write to: Mail
Preference Service, Direct Marketing
Association, 11 West 42nd Street, PO
Box 3861, New York, NY 10163-3861.
They'll stop your name from being sold
to most large mailing list companies.
This will reduce your junk mail up to
75%.

Monitor your water heater
Problem: Water heaters are the
second-largest energy-user in the
American home. Many people keep
their water heater hotter than necessary.
For every ten degrees you turn down
your water heater, you save 6% of the
energy used.
What you can do: Turn your water

Cameos Safeg
Starts With Yoo!

heater down to 130 degrees -- hot
enough to kill bacteria and still save
energy. Insulate your water heater with
a pre-fab "blanket" (available at most
hardware stores), making sure not to
block off air vents (on gas heaters). This
step's important if it's in an unheated
space, like a basement. You can save 78% of the energy you've been using.
Every two months, drain about two
quarts of water from the valve faucet
located at the bottom of the tank. This
helps prevent accumulation of sediment
and improves efficiency and life of the
heater.

in · Ohio reached the South Carolina
coast in only two days!
When balloons land in the water, they
quickly lose their color. With ribbons or
strings trailing behind them, they look
uncannily like jellyfish--which are a
favorite food of some marine animals.
The Mylar (metallic) balloons have
an additional hazard: they cause power
outages when caught in power lines.
Some interesting tidbits

A trigger nozzle on your hose will
save at least 20 gallons of water when
you wash your car.
Leaves alone can account for 75% of
Hold on to your balloon!
the solid waste stream in the autumn.
An open fireplace damper can let 8%
Problem: Releasing balloons into the
air is a popular form of celebration; of your heat escape through the
however, it proves fatal to our marine chimney.
Energy-saving tip: Keep lightbulbs
life. In 1985, an emaciated 17-foot
female sperm whale died on the New clean; dirt absorbs light and uses more
Jersey coast. When marine scientists energy.
Only 3% of the Earth's water is fresh
examined it, they found a balloon--with
three feet of ribbon still attached-- water; 99.5% of all the fresh water on
blocking the valve that connected the Earth is in icecaps and glaciers.
About 75% of America's glass is used
whale's stomach to its intestines.
Because the whale had swallowed the for packaging. About 40% of America's
balloon, it was unable to digest food; it aluminum is used for packaging.
A layer of mulch around trees Will
starved to death. Unfortunately, this isn't
a remote occurrence.
slow the evaporation of moisture.
What you can do: Don't let go of your
Remember, the world belongs to all
balloon! It makes no difference where of is. If we don't take care of it, who
.
you live. A test balloon recently released will?

Phonathon
Needs You!
by Jill Cameron
Office of Alumni Affairs

Street Smarts On Campus •Stand tall, walk purposefully, and look confident. Be alert
to your surroundings.
•Use well-lighted, well-traveled routes and try to walk with
friends.
·
•Learn the locations of all public and emergency phones.
You might need one in an emergency!
•Avoid isolated places, like laboratories after class hours.
If you have to be in these places, take a friend a~d be
extra alert

•Lock the door to your room when you are sleeping or are out
•Don't leave valuables, like your wallet, checkbook, or jewelry, in
open view.
•Take care of your keys. Don't give anyone the chance to duplicate
them. ·
•Hang up immediately on any obscene or harassing phone calls.
Report them to campus security or residence hall staff.
NATIONA( CAIME PREVENTION COUNCIL, WASHINGTON, D.C. 2000 5

Phonathon '92 will run April 6th-9th
from 6:00pm-9:00pm in the student
library in the basement of Keane Hall.
This event is part of the Annual Fund
drive, during which students call alumni
to ask for financial support. These
contributions supplement scholarships,
academic programs, alumni and student
activities, and library acquisitions.
Volunteers are needed to make the
Phooathon a success. Student
organizations are encouraged to form a
calling team for one or more evenings.
The Office of Alumni Relations will
sponsor a pizza party for the student
organization with the most callers.
(Volunteers must actually call to qualify
the team.)
Participants will receive dinner and a
brief training session before we start the
calling. Various prizes, including study
aids from Lem~r Law Books, dinner for

IAfter 32 years of dedicated service to the
'Columbus School of Law, Reverend David
Granfield has announced his retirement.
on behalf of the student body, JN wishes him
much success in the future.

)J.K.
I

two at Colond Brooks, a ·certificate
from Viareggio's, brunch for two at the
Mayflower, and free copies at Kinko's
Copies will be awarded for highest
nightly and overall totals. If you would
like to help with Phonathon '92, please
call Jill Cameron at extension 5670, or
stop by the Office of Alumni Relations
in the sub-basement level of Keane.

,
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MOOT
.

by Tina Di Franco
Third Year Day

All qualifying first year students
should have received invitations to
become Moot Court Associates. The
requirements to maintain your Moot
Court status include participating in one
competition per year and four hours of
committee service per year. This is a
change from previous years when
participation in one competition before
graduation was the requirement.
Congratulations on completing the
requirements for Moot Court Associate
status. The Board wishes you continued
success!
Moot Court Elections
Moot Court Board elections will take
place April 13-17. Nominations for
Board positions will be accepted the
week of March 30 through April 3, 1992.
Applications for nominations will be
available in the Moot Court office. You
may nominate yourself for a Board
position. Only current Board members
are eligible to run for Vice Chancellor
of Sutherland Cup and Vice Chancellor
of Trials. Please note: only members in
good standing can vote in the elections.
First year students who have submitted
their acceptance forms and paid their
dues will be allowed to vote.
CANDIDATES FOR
"CHANCEi.LOR OF MOOT COURT'
POSITION: Anyone interested in
running for this position must submit an
application by March 28, 1992.

COURT

Interviews with Ann Bertino will be held
on April 2-3, 1992. Elections for the
Chancellor position will be held April 610, 1992. A sign-up sheet for interviews
will be posted.
CANDIDA TES FOR "VICE
CHANCEi.LOR" POSITIONS: All
candidates for Board positions must
interview w).th the current Vice
Chancellor. These interviews will take
place April 6-10, 1992. We will post
sign-up sheets on the Moot Court Board
for interviewing purposes. Stop by the
Moot Court office to pick up
applications during the week of March
30 through April 3, 1992. ·
Competition Update

DEAN'S CUP: The Dean's Cup
preliminary rounds were held on March
14-15. As you know, the · National
Appellate Advocacy Team is selected
from this competition. Congratulations
to all who participated and good luck to
those who advanced to the finals. The
advocates with the best scores in order
of finish are as follows:
1. Stacy Plotkin
2. Carla Suesberry
3. Jennifer Risley
4: Sam Caligiuri
5. Jennifer Peper
6. John Kyte
7. Eileen Lynch
8. Lisa Morelli
Because third year students cannot
advance to the final round, the following
advocates advanced to the finals held on
March 21, 1992 at the United States
Court of Military Appeals:
1. Stacy Plotkin

Intellectual Property Law
Students Association
by S.A. Barlow
Second Year Day
The Intellectual Property Law
Students Association (IPLSA) has grown
to be a strong organization in just two
short years: The outgoing president, Jim
Kulbaski, organized several laudable
events for this year's members in
addition to forming important
networking avenues for the future.
On March 11, 1992, IPLSA held its
first student-alumni event. A reception,
held in Keane lounge, was attended by a
group of 35 students, faculty, and
alumni. The reception provided an
opportunity for people to meet others
from different class years and law firms
to discuss common interests in
intellectual property. Delicious
refreshments were served.
The event also featured a brief talk
given by Reid Adler, Director of the
Office of Technology Transfer at the
National Institutes of Health (NIH). Mr.
Adler's office handles various
intellectual property matters for NIH,
including the highly controverted
patenting of gene sequences resulting

from research conducted on the "Human
Genome Project." A short question and
answer session followed which elicited
some engaging dialogue between Mr.
Adler and members of the audience. ·
The Alumni Office was very
enthusiastic
and
instrumental in
organizing this project. A special thanks
goes to Monica Rohner, Jill Cameron
and Joan Vorrasi for their efforts.
IPLSA and the Alumni Office plan to
work . together to bring students
interested in intellectual property law
and alumni practicing in the field
together for many events to come.
Elections for next year's officers were
held on March 16, 1992. Congratulations
to the following students:
President -- Robert Decker, third year
night
Vice-President -- SA. Barlow, second
year day
Treasurer -- Paul Riley, first year day
Secretary -- Rel Ambrozy, first year
night
Academic Affairs -- Stanley Snow,
second year day
Professor Shira Perlmutter is the faculty .
advisor for the organization.

NEWS

2. Sam Caligiuri
3. Jennifer Peper
4. John Kyte
5. Eileen Lynch
6. Lisa Morelli
7. Kevin St. Onge
8. Andrea Antonelli
Alternates: Mary Elliott, John
Kacvinsky.
Best Brief: Jennifer Curtin, Michelle
Powers
Best Oralist: Sam Caligiuri
The results of the final round will be
announced in the next issue. Thanks to
Vice Ch_ancellor Kate Kenealy and
Deputy Rob Chamberlin for working so
hard to make this competition a success.
TELECOMMUNICATIONS LAW:
Dorothy Erstling-Cukier and Georgina
Lopez-Ona traveled to New York and
competed in tliis competition. The team
advanced to the final round and came in
second place! The team also won Best
Brief and Dorothy was awarded Best
Oralist. Congratulations! Thanks to
Hope Halpern and Amy Brown for a
job well done.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: The
results of the Environmental Law
competition are as follows: First place,
Terry Nolan; Second place, Fran Nolan;
Third place, Scott Becker. Terry Nolan
also was awarded Best Oralist and Best
Brief. Congratulations to all who
participated. , You did a great job.
Thanks to Vice Chancellor Faith Martin
. for an outstanding job. Oral and brief
scores will be available by the end of the
week.
CT.JENT COUNSELING. The elusive
Client Counseling competition will be
held on March 22-23. Please check the

Moot Court Board for details.
SU7HERLAND COMPETITION:
This competition will be held on April 4,
1992. Following the finals on April 4, the
Moot Court will host its Annual
Sutherland
Cup
Dinner /Dance.
Everyone is invited to attend the dance
and tickets will be available March 2327. The cost of the ticket is $25. The
teams competing this year are CUA,
American, Emory, and two teams from
Yale.
Last year the CUA team won the
Sutherland Cup back from Yale after
four years. This is the oldest Moot
Court competition, and CUA is proud to
host this event. Thanks to Vice
Chancellor Kristen Rogers and Deputy
Libby Olivier for working overtime to
make sure that this competition is a
success. Good luck.to James Beane, Ben
Bartolome and Lynea Olsen who will
represent CUA this year!
Note To Graduates
We have posted a list of graduating
third years and fourth years. Please
check the list by April 1, 1992 to assure
that the information is correct, including
the spelling of your name, the hours
worked, and the competitions in which
you have participated. If the information
is correct, please place your initials by
your name. If you ctre listed as owing
hours, please contact Tina Di Franco to
receive a committee assignment. Those
who fail to contact Tina or sign the list
by April 1, 1992, run the risk of not
being listed in the graduation program
and not receiving a Moot Court
certificate.
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Law Review -Notes
Volume 40 _Issue 4
The Catholic University Law Review
is pleased to announce that Volume 40,
Issue 4 will be available for distribution
this week and next week. In the lead
article, The ''Finder's" Exception From
Federal Broker-Dealer Registration by
John Polanin, Jr., of The First Boston
Corporation and formerly with the
Securities and Exchange Commission,
analyzes the application of federal
broker-dealer registration requirements
to "finders" of potential buyers and
sellers of securities. Mr. Polanin
concludes that public policy supports a
limited exception to these registration
requirements for legitimate finders
whose activities remain outside the
realm of brokers.
The second article is an adaptation
of the Brendan Brown Lecture delivered
on April 12, 1991 by Paul Goldstein,
Professor of Law at Stanford University.
In Copyright in the New Infonnation Age,
Professor Goldstein discusses the need
for Congress and the courts to reshape
•copyright law to accommodate emerging
information technologies, and offers
principled guidelines for affording
copyright prptection to new forms of
subject matter.
The third article is adapted from the
Pope John XXIII Lecture delivered on
April 2, 1991 by Paul R. Verkuil,
President and Professor of Law and
Government, The- College of William
and Mary. In A Proposal to Resolve
Interbranch · Disputes on the Practice
Field, Professor Verkuil analyzes the
nature of separation of powers disputes
and the potential for improving
interbranch relations. Professor Verkuil
presents a plan for the Center for
Interbranch Relations and the
Constitutional .Process, a collaborative
venture proposed by The Catholic
University of America, Columbus School
of Law, and The College of William and
Mary, and the Marshall-Wythe School of
Law, to conduct research and assist in

• One-day service to 22 states.
•Available seven days a week.
• Truck fleet ideal for all moves,
• On-site storage available.
• Fully trained, experienced
· personnel.
• Licensed, fully insured p;<::,,carricr.
·~
Call for a free estimate: \

703 849-1888
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SI: l~\'IC:l:S
Moving Company Inc.
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the resolution of interbranch disputes.
Several student members of the Law
· Review have addresl)ed a variety of legal
issues. Michael Harpring's Comment,
Out Like Yesterday's Garbage: Municipal
Solid Waste and the Need for
Congressional Action, discusses the
problem of municipal solid waste
(MSW) disposal and the Commerce
Clause implications of interstate
transport of refuse. He calls for both
federal regulation and state cooperation
to resolve the MSW problem.
Carolyn Malanga analyzes the impact
of California v. Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) on the scope of
federal and state jurisdiction over
telecommunications. She concludes that
the Ninth Circuit's demanding test
constrains federal preemption of state
regulations and will i\npede the FCC's
efforts to fulfill its congressional
mandate to create an efficient
nationwide telecommunication network.
Kathleen Kelly, in her analysis of
Employment Division, Department of
Human Resources v. Smith, examines the
historical development of the Free
Exercise Clause and the doctrine of
religious exemptions from generally
applicable laws. She concludes that the
Supreme Cour~ by abandoning the
compelling interest test and declaring
that religious exemptions do not apply to
criminal laws, contradicts the mtent of
the Free Exercise Clause and abdicates
its role as the protector of religious
freedom. ·
Finally, Theresa Cusick addresses the
new exception to the Confrontation
Clause created by the Supreme Court in
Maryland v. Craig and its possible effect
on the rights of criminal defendants. She
concludes that allowing testimony by
child abuse victims via closed circuit
television or videotaped depositions
requires further federal guidance, as it
may overreach the limited purpose of
protecting children from trauma.

The Giant receipt drive was a huge success! On behalf of the Student Bar ~ochttion,
Michelle Danilowicz is seen above presenting $42,397.29 worth of receipts to the
Principal of St. Anthony's Elementary School

HEALTH LAW NOTES
If Being In Law School
Doesn't Make You Sick;
Being A Lawyer Will
by Amy E. Alissi
Senior Staff Member

Some people may be surprised to
hear of the high incidence of mental
health problems among lawyers. Some
may not. But a recent Johns Hopkins
University study of 12,000 workers and
100 occupational groups showed that
attorneys suffer a higher rate of clinical
depression than any other occupation. In
fact, lawyers were found to be 3.6 times
i more likely to become depressed than
any other work group in the country.
According to the study, stress is the
cause •.
Work-related stress, whatever the job,
can seriously jeopardiZe both your
physical and mental health. Stress is
overwhelming; it is a chronic, powerful
anxiety that in addition to depression
can· cause anger, substance abuse and
severe physical illness. Physically, stress
Can elevate your heart rate and blood
pressure and can cause permanent
physical effects such as heart disease
and other cardiovascular sicknesses.
Psychological effects include fatigue,
prolonged sadness, difficulty
concentrating and suicidal thoughts.
With such · serious consequences
becoming more apparent, researchers
have examined the origins of stress in
the workplace in an attempt both to
prompt recognition of the potential
impact stressful work conditions have,
and also to suggest structural
reorganization of certain anxiety-causing
professional environments.
According to experts, stress is less a
function of the type of work than the
conditions anci surroundings of work.
People tend to feel less stress when they
1

have more flexibility and control over
their daily schedules. Given the control
that firms have over their attorneys, it is
no wonder that attorneys top the list of
serious health problems. Lawyers are
increasingly dissatisfied by their jobs;
only one third of all the lawyers
surveyed in 1990 by the ABA are "very
satisfied" with their jobs. The
dissatisfaction, according to researchers,
stems from the dett<rioration of the
lawyer workplace.
The complaints attorneys have
regarding their work environment
include: an enormous time commitment
so that there is little time for oneself or
one's family, pressure to increase ,
billable hours, tedious, repetitive work,
dislike of fellow attorneys because of the
profession's adversarial nature, .having
no alternative but to keep the job
because of the present recession, and
the hierarchical, superficial nature of law
firms.
Researchers hope that recognizing
stress as the cause of attorneys' physical
and mel!tal health problems will
influence a revamping of the profession
and the conditions of the legal
workplace. The bright light is that,
according to psychologists, lawyers "tend
· to be highly analytical and thoughtful"
and thus "make excellent patients" when
seeking professional help. How
comforting. ,
[This article relied heavily on two
newspaper articles: Barbara Vobejda,
"Lawyers in Distress Reflect Displeasure
With Working Conditions," The
Washington Post, March 10, 1992, Health
Section at 14; Barbara Vobejda, "When
Your Job Makes You Sick," The
Washington Post, March 10, 1992, Health
Section at 12.]
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Interning Overseas?
- by Rico Sogocio

Third Year Day

As a third year student with one foot
out the door, I think it's my duty to
inform the "almost second years" that all
legal jobs don't have to be cite-checking,
memo-crunching nightmares. In fact, if
you're willing to endure the hardship of
no pay or low pay (which might seem
impossible to over-indebted students like
myselt), then numerous internships in
D.C. exist which offer a more exciting
alternative in addition to legal
experience. This applies to the "almost
third years" too, although debt, _angst
and bottom-line concerns are acute for
you.

Rico Sogocio

Last February, I was given the
opportunity of a lifetime. The
organization . I am currently interning
for, the International Human Rights
Law Group (IHRLG), asked me to
serve as a member of their delegation to
the 48th session of the United Nations
Commission on Human Rights
(UNCHR) ·in Geneva, Switzerland.
Except for the obvious dilemma of
having to miss a week of classes (yeah,
sure!), I didn't hesitate to accept.
Despite my briefings, I still lacked a
clear understanding of what to expect
from this experience. But, as any of you
adventurous types already know, the key
is to keep an open mind. Besides, if
things got boring, Italy and France were
only a breath away.
Even with a working knowledge of
international organizations, I was not
fully prepared for what I witnessed in
the five days I spent working in and
around the general session. After getting
over the initial thrill of sitting in on the
session, name placard in place, fiddling
with the translation earpiece and flipping
through the various language channels,
it became clear that everything wasn't
quite as "auspicious" as I had imagined.
At times, someone would be speaking
but so many people would be scurrying
around, lobbying little groups of
delegates or schmoozing with friends
that I began to wonder whether I was
the only _one really listening. In typical
European. fashion, some delegates were
smoking during the session meetings,

and I even saw somebody reading the
paper. So much for pomp and
circumstance.
In fairness to the reputation of the
UNCHR and international proceedings
in general, I was also impressed and
- moved by what I saw and heard. Most of
the general session meetings I attended
ranged in atmosphere from frumpous
grandstanding by certain dignitaries, to
heart-rending accounts of various human
rights abuses by victims, to intense
public and private political maneuvering
between and amongst rival nations. To
say it was one big international civics
lesson wouldn't do it justice, even
though the lobbying, the briefings, the
lunch meetings, and the general
schmoozing took place at a frenzied
pace. Taking part in these activities gave
me the sense that despite the
distractions, important issues involving
real people were being addressed by the
international community.
My job consisted mainly of preparing
a written statement or "intervention" for
IHRLG whic9 we were submitting to
the Commission for its consideration. In
addition to that, I participated in
lobbying efforts involving various country
representatives as well as other nongovernmental organizations, regarding
IHRLG's concerns on Myanmar /Burma.
I was introduced to many international
dignitaries, I networked with members
of other organizations and agencies, ahd
did research in the U.N. library.
Unfortunately, the more mundane
activities like photocopying, document
retrieval and distribution were
inescapable. Those experiences exposed
me to both the glamourous and exciting
side of working in the international
scene, as well as the boring and B.S.
side that accompanies any bureaucracy.
The event that impacted me most was
when I sat in on a private one-on-one
meeting between my boss and the
ambassador of a certain Latin American
country that is widely known for its
human rights abuses. . IHRLG ·had
targeted this country as one which

It's .Possible!

mirrored that of offending governments
in general. Weirder still was the fact that
afterwards, my boss thought that he was
more forthcoming and cooperative than
what she was used to.
The hectic pace of the overall
proceedings definitely took its toll on
me. And roadtripping to France and
Italy while I was there probably didn't
help me either. By the time I returned
to the U.S., I was suffering from acute
sleep withdrawal. Still, the whole trip
was more than worth the sleep
deprivation, piles of class reading to
catch up on, and the volumes of followup memos for work. Overall, it was
disappointing to see first hand how slow
the "wheel" of international action
actually moves towards addressing issues
of obvious global concern, like human

rights. But, it was equally enlightening to
see the importance of existing
international organizations, especiallyin
the wake of a developing "new world
order," and how they've managed to get
the world this far.
.
What you shouldn't get from this is
the idea that every internship out there
is going to send you to some exotic
location, to attend some globally
important conference. The point here is
simply that there are many exciting and
worthwhile legal experiences to be had
if you look hard enough. No, it won't
always be easy to do them, especially if
you're worried~~bout paying your rent.
But they can be done and the experience
you get as a result may benefit you in
more ways than you may know. Think
about it. ·

w~~"'~~~w~~w~
JOIN SAR/SRI FOR

great way to get a heaclstart on your studyillg

Reviews for this Semester"s Exams
or "' ence_secured Transactions
Wills/Trusts

ear Review Lectures & Outlines
needed urgent attention by 'the
Commission and this private meeting
was a small coup on my boss' part. I had
researched the country's well
documented human rights abuses as part
of my preparation for the trip, and I
read and heard testimonials by victims
or their relatives while in Geneva. It was
chillingly unreal to sit there and listen to
the man as he responded to each inquiry
into particular cases with a mixture of
detaclunent and subtle evasiveness.
Certainly he had nothing to fear by
being frank with us, yet his attitude

ENROU TODAY & TAKEFUU ADVANTAGE
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Culinary Coi;nment
by Greg AscioJla
Second Year Day

Who said the following quotes? (1)
What makes you think I'm going to
leave my pants at your mother's house?
(2) STOP SPEEDING! STOP
SWERVING IN MY CAR! (3) Trust
me--you cannot get a tattoo there! (4)
I'm not going to pay $5 just so [name
omitted] can get [sexual act omitted]. (5)
I'm too sexy for Key West, too sexy for
Key West, I'm the best. (6) I do not
appreciate getting flipped off at 7:00am.
(7) It's a brand new day. (8) S.Y.B.T.W.
(9) Sweep [expletiveJ--drink [expletive].
(10) Warning--live sea creatures beyond
this point. Enter at your own risk. (11)
Who picked up Sloppy Joe? (No, this
was not a song sung by Joan Baez at
Woodstock.)
The answers, my friends, are not
blowin' in the wind--they are in the
perverse minds of twelve of your
colleagues that spent Spring Break in
Key West. I strongly suggest that you
find out who these nefarious souls are,
because some day you may be sitting
across the table bom. one of them--and
I'JD. t.a\\dng as attorney and depraved
criminal. Those statements are SICK.
on.VSICK individuals would say such

statements. They disgust me. They
disgust America .. We must ferret out
these SICK people and get them
professional help for this SICKNESS.
I am willing to do my part. As of this
issue, I am resigning as the Kid of
Culinary Comment (Hey! That's
alliteration!). It is my DENSITY to
DESCRY such FILTH in American (no,
not Culinary Comment--l'm talking
about those SICK SICK statements).
But DO NOT DESPAIR, my faithful
readers, because I have found a worthy
replacement. The CHOSEN ONE is
none other than Susan Athari, and she
will carry the sacred fork as Culinary
Comment moves into its fourth year of
DELIGHTING EATERS all over the
world. I, however, will not be so
entertaining, as I now devote all my free
time TO REMEDYING - THE
ETERNAL WRONGS OF OUR
EXISTENCE. Now that's some good
resume material.
I will depart this column with AN
ACTUAL RESTAURANT REVIEW
(yeah, RIGHT!). Sloppy Joe's Food
Company is located on Duval Street in
Key West and is open Monday through
Thursday from ll:OOam to midnight
Friday and Saturday from ll:OOam t~
l:OOam, and -Sunday from noon to

Ir~==~~~~ ~If~~~~ ~~IL~~ff

JOIN C.U.A. LAW STUDENTS &
FACULTY IN JUMPING OUT OF
A PLANE AT 10,000 FEETI
SATURDAY APRIL 11th
TANDEM JUMP OFFERS THE COMPLETE THRILL OF
SKY-DIVING INCLUDING FREE FALL!
•Help start a new tradition by joining the CUA
two-mile-high club (well nearly two miles)I
•Totally Awesome!

The Honorable Kenneth W. Starr presented the St. Ives Lecture at the invitation of the Guild of
Catholic Lawyers on Febniary 19, 1992. Pictured, left to right, are Jeffrey Tyeryar, Joan
Karaganis, William Himpler, Karen Broderick, Thomas Intorcio, Ann Mcintyre, Associate
Professor Wagner, Judge Starr, Mark Cronenwett, Jim Roescher, Kevin St. Onge, Vincent Altieri,
and Jennifer Ulwick.

midnight.
This restaurant is famous because it
was a favorite watering hole for none
other than Ernest Hemingway, who one
evening dislodged a urinal from the bar
and carried it almost twelve blocks to his
home, where he had notions of using it
as a water bowl for his 60 or so fivetoed cats that lived in solitude on his
property, cats more special to ·
Hemingway than people because, as he
said, at least cats hissed and scratched a
person they did not like. Hemingway's
wife, however, unable to get her
husband to remove the offensive artifact
from her backyard, a backyard just
beautified by the first and only saltwater pool on the island, decorated the
urinal with colorful tiles and ivy and
strategically placed it, with the help of
some immigrant laborers, under a
garden fountain.
Thereafter Hemingway was happy
because he did not have to return his
weighty treasure, the cats were happy to
have a refreshing source of water which
was constantly replenished by the
fountain, and Hemingway's wife became
the talk of the town after receiving
copious accolades at a garden party for
her exquisite taste in lawn art. (This
is what English majors call "stream-ofconsciousness," a literary style mastered
by Hemingway and attempted by myself.
Please do not give up on me yet,
because YOU MAY HAVE
ALREADY WON...)
The menu at Sloppy Joe's is replete
with "Papa"-isms--the "For Whom The

Grill Tolls" section offers all types of
. burgers, each a hearty half pounder,
charcoal grilled masterpiece served on a
kaiser roll with lettuce, tomato and a
pickle spear. The section "A Farewell to
Farms" features such chicken dishes as
the Jamaican Jerk Chicken Sandwich
and the Grilled Tropical Chicken
Sandwich. My favorite section was "The
Old Man and the Sea," offering such
selections as conch fritters and coconut
shrimp with Pina Colada dipping sa~ce
(made with Sloppy Joe's Spiced Rum).
And of course, there are Sloppy Joe's,
made from Certified Black Angus
Brisket which is oven roasted and
blended with select herbs and spices.
This is a perfect vacation restaurant
because everything on the menu is under
six dollars (with the exception of the
High Roller Sloppy Joe which, for $130,
comes with a bottle of Dom Perignon).
The dessert section, appropriately
named "To Have or Have Not," features
the "Chocolate Thing," the "Key West
Snowball" and of course Key Lime Pie.
Unfortunately, I was a Have Not, so I
have not any idea what those items are.
Directions are as follows: Take 95
South and go until you cannot go any
farther. Approximate time is 21 hours,
so you may have to make a weekend of
it. I thank you for your readership and
(s~, sniff--oh, that's jl!St allergies) I'll
miss you all. Please be as supportive to
Susan as you were to me (i.e. send her
gifts and cash too). I look forward to
serving you next year.

• 30-45 seconds of free fall (before chute opens)I
• The sensational experience from 10,000 + feetl
• Trainer in harness with you, in case you screw-up.

ATLA Update

• Jump school has record of 28,000 jumps without a
single serious injury.
• $155.00, a great deal for a taodem jump.

$75.00 non-refundable deposit due by April 1st. Limited
space, so sign-up soonl Call Victor Graves at (301) 6816311 for information or to sign up. Limited space.
Deposits required to hold place. Firs~ come-first served.
Rain date to be announced.

by Scott Elkind
Third Year Day

The Association of Trial Lawyers of
America (ATIA.) will hold its election
of officers on Monday, March 31 at
6:00pm. The place of the meeting is yet
to be determined, though it will be
posted before the 31st.
At the meeting, the membership will
vote on the adoption of by-laws and

filling the offices of President, Vice
President, Secretary/Treasurer, and
Parliamentarian. Descriptions of the
responsibilities of each office are listed
in the A TLA Constitution, posted on the
ATIA. bulletin board on the first floor
of Leahy that we are temporarily sharing
with the Women's Law Caucus.
Interested candidates should put a
letter of intent in the box of Matt Shea
(second year day) no later than
Thursday, March 27th.
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The deadlirie for entries for the April

Later
As I sit here, for the last time,
surrounded by the chaos that
accompanies the production of an issue
of JN, a couple things come to mind.
First, I'm not going to miss this place
one single bit! (Well, maybe a little.)
Second, I never would have made it this
far without a lot of help from a few very
special people. One thing that I have
learned during my two and a half years
in this office is that JN is something that
gets in your blood. Once you're hooked,
you're here to stay! Fortunately for me,
the people that got hooked this year
were a great bunch of people!
First and foremost, I have to thank
the "core group." Each year, we end up
with about three or four people who do
the majority of the work that goes into
publishing Judicial Notice -- the "core
group." (And when I say a majority of
the work, I mean an average of 25 to 30
hours per week without pay or academic
credit!) I am truly grateful for all the
hard work and dedication ofJoe Morra
and Michelle Danilowicz. Without them,

Dudes

13~ issue of Judicial Notice is Monday,

'• '• '•

April 6th, at 5:00pm. Please submit
articles, letters to the Editor, letters to
Dear Eddy, and classifieds to the JN
office in the basement of Keane Hall.

there would have been no JN.
Trust me, Joan, you really did!
I also wish to congratulate Katie
It is also imperative that I take a
Dunn -- next year's Editor-in-Chief. I minute to thank Leroy and T J. for all
know you'll do a great job at both their help in keeping the JN office
keeping the community informed and presentable. On more than one
keeping the administration on its toes! occasion have they gone out of their way
Good Luck!!!
to help. (I am referring to the moving of
There are others that also need to be furniture, cleaning up after water leaks,
recognized. Probably the least and most importantly, having the
appreciated member of our staff is courage to remove that smelly stuff from
Bonnie Skinner, our Advertising Editor. our refrigerator!) You will not be
Without her, we would have no money! forgotten! .
Thank you very much, Bonnie. You did
And finally, I must thank John Lord.
a terrific job! I also want to thank our Not only for the routine advice and story
Production Assistants, Joan Karaganis ideas, but also for being a great listener.
and Brian Kyhos for their help with the You may never know how much my
editing and our Business Manager, personal life has benefited from your
Linda Merlino for her help minding the words of advice! (You can be sure that
shop. I hope that all of you stick around I'll keep you informed about Portland!)
another year!
And on that note, I say good bye and·
-Though not a staff member, this good luck to all of you. You have
letter would be incomplete without a certainly made my law school career
huge thanks to Joan Vorrasi! Not only memorable.
have you helped by keeping me
informed, but more importantly, you
Teri Poust
helped to keep the pieces together.
Editor-in-Chief

appreciated by students. Is it personality,
pedagogical style, preparation, or
knowledge in the relevant field?
I recommend that students take this
process very seriously, considering in
advance what they like or dislike about
a particular teacher's conduct or
performance, and completing the
evaluation forms carefully. Extremely
derogatory · and personally insulting
remarks serve no purpose. They tend to
provoke a defensive reaction by the
teacher and are generally dismissed by
the faculty. If .a student has serious
concerns about a teacher, those
concerns can and should be identified in
the evaluation forms. Students should be
candid and explain why the teacher's
performance or conduct was a source of
concern.
How are . the forms used? The
average numerical evaluations for the
last three questions, H, I, and J, are
published in Judicial Notice every
semester. This information may be used
by the students as they see fit. The

seen the candidates duke it out on
regionally neutral turf, but the Clinton
machine does seem to be running with
the "big Mo." One cannot deny that
Governor Clinton does have a certain
appeal. He's got a great big smile, nice
wavy hair and his chameleon like ability
to genuinely say what people want to
hear plays well for the camera. He does

Vol. XVIII, No. 8
March 23, 1992
&litor-in-Chief

Teri E. Poust
Assistant &:litor
Joe Morra
News and Story &litor
Catherine A. Dunn
Photography Editor
Michelle Danilowicz
Production Assistanls
Joan J. Karaganis and Brian Kyhos
Advati.sing F.ditor

Staff~

evaluations, with particular emphasis on
the comments, are used by the
Committee on Appointments and
Promotions, as well as the entire faculty,
when making decisions about contract
renewal, promotion and tenure. The
Dean and/or Associate Dean for
Academic Affairs reviews the
evaluat~ons annually. The Associate
Dean also considers the evaluations
when determining whether or not to
retain a part-time member of the
faculty.
I hope that students do appreciate the
significance of the evaluation process.
Their views are taken seriously by the
faculty and, when students recognize the
responsibility that accompanie§ this
exercise, the evaluations can have
· considerable impact on the quality of
teaching at the law school.

Anne Woodworth, Joe Morra, Scott Elkind,
Jill Hoexter, Catherine A Dunn, Greg
Asciolla, Suzann R Digregorio, Cynthia
Laberge, Alberto Bustamante, Kathleen
Kibler, Trudy Voigt, Joan J. Karaganis,
Linda Merlino, Andres Lazaro Saavedra, and
Thomas Curran.
ConlTibulms
Joan Vorrasi, Monica Rohner, Georgia A
Niedzielko, Ellen M. Scully, Leah Wortham,
John Lord, and members of The Journal of
Contemporary Health Law and Policy.

Judicial Notice
Our eighteenth year of service to the
Law School Community
Judicial Notice is an independent
newspaper published by the students of the
Columbus School of Law in Washington, DC,
on a tri-weekly schedule.
.Mailing address: Judicial Notice,
Columbus School of Law, The Catholic
University of America, Keane Hall Room Bl, Washington, DC 20064. Telephone: (202)
319-4690.
l!dltorial Poli<)'
Judicial Notice publishes law school and law studcnt-

George E. Garvey
Associate Dean for
.

Academic Affairs

Beware the Ides -of March!
WELL, Super Tuesday has come and
gone and we now seem to know what ·
are choices will be this November.
DESPITE primary results lower than
what a sitting president might hope for,
President Bush does have one thing
about which to be happy -- the
Democrats appear to have fallen for
Governor Clinton. Granted, we have not

'Notire

Bonnie G. Skinner
Business Manager
Linda Merlino

The Iinportance of Student
Evaluations
In recent weeks, I have been asked by
several students if the student evaluation
forms are considered by the
administration and faculty when
personnel and schedulfug decisions are
made. The short answer is "yes," but I
would like to take the opportunity to
discuss in more detail several aspects of
the evaluation process.
The evaluation forms can be a
valuable tool when considering the
performance of a teacher. The value of
the process, however, is enhanced when
two factors are considered: first, the
"numbers" alone provide limited insight;
and, second, reasoned and tempered
comments are most helpful. If students
are seriously concerned about a faculty
member's performance and conduct, or,
for that matter, are particularly pleased
with the teacher, the numbers tell only
part of the story. The comments provide
the most important information for the
teacher, the faculty and the
administration. They explain why a
teacher is valued highly or not

Jju~irial

have charisma and that makes for good
sound bites.
HOWEVER, Mr. Clinton's smooth
style won't be enough. As Senator
Tsongas has eagerly pointed out, some
recent polls show the Senator as having
a better chance of winning against the
President than does Governor Clinton.

Continued on Page Twenty-three

related news, stories, articles, commentary, photographs,
letten to the editor. and advertising, based on the discretion
of the Editorial Board. Any material deemed libelous will
not be printed. Except for letters to 'Dear Eddy', all
material must be •igned with writer's full name and
te.lephone nwmier. Nantes may be withheld upon request,
witb "name withheld upon request' substituted.
Submissions can be mailed, or dropped in the envelope
on the JN bulletin board, in the JN box above the student
mailboxes in L<oaby Hall, or under the JN office door,
Room B-1 Keane.JN requests all materials be submitted on
computer diskettes in WordPerfect along with a printed
copy. All diskettes will be returned. Alternatively, materials
may be submitted in duplicate in typed, double·'Paccd
format. Any materials that are submitted late, handwritten
1
or without name and number will not be primed.
JN reseives the right to edit all material.
Advertising Information
Judicial Notice publishes advertising relating to law
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C 19!12 Judicial Notice. All rights reseived. No part of
this publication may be reproduced by any means without
the. express permission of The Columbus School of Law.
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CLASSIFIEDS
THE ENVIRONMENTAL
LIST CONTINUES:

SHAME So what's the deal with Star Trek? Why
don't they just land the ship and get off?

1. Mike Tompkins' Lawyering Skills
Class -- for not making 2-sided copies.
2. Marcin's Legal Process Class -for not making 2-sided copies.
3. Moot Court -- for not making 2sided copies of the handouts for the
competitions.
4. The Law School Administration - for its delay in implementing a
comprehensive recycling program.

Congratulations to Adrian Pernick and
Joe Van Heest for their irreversible
performance at the ATLA competition.

Furlough program to meet at Four Ps
on semi-regular basis. All wayward
~hildren and their parents are invited to
attend. Check listings for The Sean
Fleming Band, reserve a table or six in
the front, and plan to stay all night
(week?). No cover if you come early, or
if you come late and are related to
Mary.

I heard that Barrister's Ball was a
KNOCK-OUT of a good time...

REPORT ALL VIOLATIONS TO IN Scott -- NOBODY cares!!!
AND SHAME 'EM INTO GOOD
ENVIRONMENTAL HABITS!
Congratulations to all those Deans Cup
TAKING COMMERCIAL and Environmental Cup participants!
TRANSACTIONS THIS SEMESTER?
If so, please accept a word of warning
from this concerned 4th year night
student who took it last semester -- you HAPPY NUMBER 25, JOCELYN!
CAN'T learn it all at the end of the
semester, a couple of days before the
I think fish is meat. . .fish is meat that
final. Get on top, and stay on top.
swims.
Libby Carty
FOR SALE -- 1985 Ford EXP. Runs
well, 5 speed. $750. Call (703) 847-5616. Congratulations to Stacey Palagano,
Lorelle Nottle and Joel Doolin, for their
righteous arguments in the Civil Rights
competition.
Oh great Ouija ...

Deans Rohner, Garvey, Garcia, Lord,
Wortham, and Kanne: For your
children's children's sake, implement a
comprehensive, campus-wide recycling
program immediately. You don't have to
live with the results of your apathy on
this issue, but THEY DO!!!!!

SCOTI GILLY: Congratulations! They
couldn't have made a better choice!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, BIG HAIR! MAY
YOUR BIRTHDAY BE A GREAT HAIR
DAY! With love, from all your friends in
Alumni Relations.
Congratulations to Teri Poust, on an
amazing year as Editor of Judicial
Notice! It may take you years of therapy
to get over it, but we're glad you did it!

spring

KEVIN PODD: Nice legs!
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
MEMBERS OF BLSA: The Tribute to
What staff member's motto is "I'll stomp Thurgood Marshall was fit for a king.
my feet when I want to" ???

Oh, Dan McTavish, what I could do for
you!!!!!

. FOR SALE -- 1985 Ford EXP. Runs
well, 5 speed. $750. Call (703) 847-5616.

Congratulations on jobs well done to
STEVE KENNEY, SARAH
ROBICHAUD, and ANN BERTINO.
We've ALL benefitted from your -hard
work.

Happy Birthday Nikki!!!

c.

Congratulations John and Ellen
Huckenpoehler on the birth of your
daughter, Claire Marie.

TOM CURRAN,
Congratulations on a job well done to a
man who said "I can do it!" and did!!!
Michelle

SBA Board -- Michelle, Jeanne, Sue,
John, Lorelle, Paul, Stacey, Lou, Frank,
Rob, Debbie, and Jeff. Many thanks for
all your hard work. You did an
outstanding job! Thanks also for the
stole from Ireland; I love it!
Rob Chamberlin -- Try AA (that's
T.C. - attitude adjustment!!!)

Three Cheers for Leah Wortham -- an
amazing talker, but an even more
amazing listener.

ROOM FOR RENT --Affordable rent!!!
Swimming pool, tennis courts, walking
distance from the Metro. Available for
the summer. Call Chris (301) 588-0952.

Congratulations to Madonna Schlecht,
Joel Doolin, and Ben Bartolome, for
their compelling arguments in the
SPONG competition.

Professor Dogsberry -- You've got a
Twinkie wrapper on your head!!!

Michelle R.D., Paul S., and Rob C. -Barristers' Ball was a huge success!
Thanks for all your hard work!!!
Congratulations to Katie Dunn -T.C.
Judicial Notice Editor-in-Chief.
Nepotism--"favoritism shown to relatives
in appointing them to jobs."

SUPPORT THE RUNATHON!!!!!

But she was cute!

Don't forget to stay goodbye! I have to
sleep here tonight, and I don't want any
spirits hanging around!!!

Ya know "MONTANA" -- If this is a rut,
take me to a canyon!!!
F.arth Muffin
Never Play Alone!!!
CHRIS -- Four minutes is a MINIMAL
sentence for trying to knock off a priest!
Happy Birthday, Peggy!!! I have not yet
forgotten, you April Fool!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, TERI!!!!!

Ron -- Don't let a "sour grapes" attitude
tarnish your reputation ' for
professionalism. You can't always get
what you want; but if you try sometimes,
you might find, you get what you need.

JULIE •• SOBER UP!!!
Michelle R.D. -- Kudos on your work
with the Giant register receipts. St.
Anthony's School in Brookland was
ecstatic about our $42,000.00 , phis in
register receipts!!!

If you're a happy drunk, I'm Mother
Theresa!
WHO GAGGED THE TOWN CRIER?
Call a Town Meeting, NOW, before it's
too late.

,Congratulations to the outgoing SBA
Board on an incredible Barrister's!

HATS OFF TO PROFESSOR
BENNETT! Integrity, dedication,
enthusiasm, a sense of humor, and
TOTAL knowledge of Evidence and
trial technique. Hiring Committee: Don't
let this on~ get away!!!
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Don't .Forget
What It's All About
Some of you may find this a sobering
article about the lives of our fellow law
students -- and chances .are, if you were
at the Barrister's Ball, you need to sober
up!
Although I would like· to thank the
SBA Board and commend both it and
the Hyatt Regency for such a lovely
event, I am, quite frankly, repulsed by
the behavior of some of my classmates
(there is no need to mention any names
-- you know who you are, and so do all
of the rest of us!)
Upon my arrival at "the Ball," I
expected to see my student colleagues:
upstanding classmates, future lawyers,
future congressmen, aspiring heads of
state, competitive young academies of
the nation's _capital, the cream-of-the
crop professionals. I did see my student
colleagues (many of whom were not
living up to the description I just gave).
Instead, what I saw were a group of
obnoxious, irritating, uncouth, sloppy
drunkards, engaged in rudeness and
debauchery of the highest order.

While I understand that a large focus
of this annual event is to unwind and
have a GREAT TIME, I am dismayed
that this means getting plastered to
quite a number of you. While I myself
"had a few," as did a number of my
companions, we all knew where to draw
the line. Apparently, for some of you,
"open bar" means unliniited consumption
-- absolutely unliniited; unliniited to the
extent that you fall down on the dance
floor and lay there because you are too
drunk to get up; "Party 'til you puke" - literally, in a trash can in the middle of
the lobby.
While the Barrister's Ball is one of:
the last opportunities to spend a regal 1
evening socializing with classmates, •
friends, an.d future business colleagues, .
it should not be viewed as a "last chance-to-get-plastered, rip your gord,
let's get- stupid, all-you-can-drink" party.
Finally, we are the future, so let's not
get so drunk that we can't remember
how to function in the present!
Name Withheld Upon Request

U.S. Loan Guarantees

For Israel: The Facts
The only point of agreement we have
with Carey Kalmowitz and Eric
Weissman's article in support of
American · loan guarantees to Israel
(Judicial Notice, February 24, 1992) is
that there- are fundamental
misconceptions attending the issue of
Israel's request for $10 billion dollars in
loan guarantees.
The first misconception is that these
"loan guarantees" are, and will remain
"loan guarantees" and that Israel has
never defaulted and never will default
on previous debt. Obviously Israel will
never default on its loans given a history
of Congressional forgiveness of
hundreds of millions of dollars in past
loans. For example, in 1985 during a bad
economic crisis in Israel, previously
owed military aid was converted into
grants. (See Christian Science Monitor,
June 25, 1991.) Furthermore, the·
Cranston Amendment of 1984 ensures
that U.S. economic aid to Israel will
never be less than the amount of money
Israel needs to service its debt to the
U.S. There exists no safety net with
these loan guarantees.
In addition, the true cost of these
loan guarantees even without
forgiveness, according to the
Congressional budget office, will amount
to, conservatively, hundreds of millions
of dollars in administrative and set aside
costs over the life of the loans. Contrary
to what the authors of the pro-loan
article stated, Israel has made no offer
to assume these costs. We propose that
this money, along with the guarantees,

COMMON CURTESY:
Too Much To Ask ?
The complaints ran out last semester.
Fellow students yelling and screaming
that they hated their Lawyering Skills
class. Their teacher took too many days
off, gave library assignments which were
confusing and intolerable, and never
passed back writing assignments. But I
did not let most of this bother me. I
figured that these were the simple joys
of being a first year law student. So I
just stayed mellow and watched the
chaos and confusion.
BUT NO LONGER. I'M MAD AS
HELL AND I'M NOT GOING TO
TAKE IT ANY MORE!!!
You may ask what has triggered my
unhappiness and chagrin. I'll tell you.
My motion and memo rewrites are due
at 9:00am Monday, March 9 -- the day
we get back from spring break. But
that's not all, because I, along with a
large percentage of my fellow students,
am writing on to Law Review. You
might be saying to yourself, poor put
upon first year law student. You might
say to yourself that this complaining
twerp chose to occupy his/her luscious
spring break (and the week before) by
busting his/her butt, and therefore
he/she deserves the pain that is the
motion and memo rewrite. You may be
right.

a

~~~~~~~

March 3, 1992
Teri E. Poust
Editor-in-Chief, Judicial Notice
Columbus School of Law,
The Catholic University of America
Keane Hall Room B-1
Washington, D.C. 20064.

would be better spent at home or
distributed abroad. Indeed, the U.S.
absorbing the downside risk has allowed
Israel to obtain a better bond rating
than most U.S. cities and states. It
should be noted that on a per capita
basis, each Israeli citizen receives at
least ' $1000 annually in U.S. aid
amounting to over $4.3 billion .a year,
more aid than is given to the entire
continent of Africa. (See Christian f
Science Monitor, June 21, 1991). In
addition, while the Jackson-Vanick
amendment conditioned the granting of
most favored nation trading status upon
a liberalization of Soviet emigration, no
such (human rights) policy strings have !
ever =-been attached to Israeli aid or f
loans. Conditions are attached to aid
grants to Pakistan, Chile, Egypt, Jordan, f
and other U.S. aid recipients.
Another key misconception of the
authors is that the granting of this
potential aid is solely a humanitarian
issue. Humanitarianism does not mean
that the U.S. must support the building
of middle class housing on illegally
confiscated land at the expense of an
entire people who already occupy these·
l ds
an ·
~
The issue inside Israel is, however,
one of ultra nationalistic religious policy
and not humanitarianism. The current · l

Dear Ms. Poust:

1-

t

l

Israeli government is planning to f
inundate the West Bank and Gaz with · f
Soviet Je~h settlers, 90% of whom ~
would prefer to settle in the U.S. and
European countries. (See The

At the risk of sounding pedantic, let me add my
voic_5! to the chorus of others acknowledging the value of their
first year Lawyering Skills class. (JN Vol. XVIII, No. 7). I
too have decided, more so than most of the substantive courses
I took, that the class was far more valuable than many would
ever have imagined.
The value of Lawyering Skills is that what you learn
there compensates for the shortfall in your substantive ·
courses. No matter how conscientious we thought we might have
been as students or how comprehensive our professors thought
their curricula were, we didn't approach mastering even the
most finite legal top-ic. This dawned on me the first time I
mentioned to an assigning partner that we had covered a
subject in law school. What a mistake. The partner, thinking
I knew what I was talking about, handed me a project covering
a legal nuance as alien as organic chemistry.
I do not doubt that each of you will have this
experience. Off you'll go into the library, project in han~,
question defined and filled with confidence that the answer
lies somewhere therein. But only the research techniques
developed in your first year will separate you from that
midnight cab ride home. - Research skills will help you find
the answer and writing skills will let others know you have.
And don't expect to rely on Lexis because it is too expensive
for your pro-bono clients (and some partners, for that matter)
and still spotty in many areas.
so the next time someone tells you "Don• t worry,
it's only BLT," -- a phrase as reliable as "Read My Lips"
ignore them and return to developing those skills that I, for
one, am relying on long after the distinction between a
condition and a promise has faded into the shrouded . mists of
time. Without them, you' 11 be a Vox Clamantis in Libris.

~

Regards, /

t

Continued on Page Twenty-six

However, these things are not what
are really bothering me. What really
burns my butt is that when asked why
they made the rewrite due the day after
spring break, one teacher responded
that they did not know that Law Review
occurred during spring break, and that
the schedule forced them to make it due
Monday morning after spring break.
ThiS first point, that they did not
know that Law Review occurred over
spring break, is ABSURD. All four law
skill fellows have already been here
year -- and I must a~d that only one will
be returning next - year (not mine).
Claiming lack -of knowledge is either an
untruth or demonstrates a lack of caring.
Choose either. The second point, that
the schedule forced them to do it, is
equally ridiculous. Giving us the next
assignment on time and making the
rewrite due on Wednesday are not
mutually exclusive events!
One student told me that this
happens every year and it is just to put
some pressure on us, somewhat like the
real world. I could and would accept
this. What I can't accept is ignorance or
dishonesty. Choose either. In any case
feel much bett~r 1\oW that I have gotten
that off my chest.
Name Withheld Upon Request
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Rocket Man
· I'd like to thank everyone who
attended my performances at Blues
Alley last Wednesday. Knowing · that
time and money are precious
commodities these days, I'm honored
that so many friends from the CUA
community were in the audiences that

evening. I appreciate your applause and
support. From now on, I'll smile
whenever I hear "Rocket Man." Thanks
again.
Joe Morra
Third Year Day
Karin Christian, Jennifer Donaldson, Joanne Johnson, and Mike Jones eltjoying a night on
the town at the Barrister's BalL

Not-A Violation
Of Free Speech

Who's Minding

The last issue of Judicial Notice where this statement is further
contained an editorial by Mead Summer . explained. Congress also passed the
which criticized the Supreme Court's Act's administration to the Department
decision in Rust v. Sullivan. The of Health and Human Services.
decision, handed down last term, ruled
The Secretary of Health and Human
that the Secretary of Health and Human Services, Dr. Louis Sullivan, established
Services can establish regulations that regulations which prohibited Title X
force doctors and/or clinics which funded projects from "engaging in
receive federal funds under Title X not counseling concerning, referrals for, and
to advocate the use of abortion as a activities advocating abortion." The
method of family planning. Popular regulations also required that abortion
rhetoric has termed this the "gag rule" facilities be kept separate from federally
which some, including Mr. Summer, funded family planning activities. In
claim is a violation of the First essence, the Supreme Court ruled that
Amendment's guarantee of free speech. these regulations constituted a valid
I assert that this.I position is an interpretation by the Secretary of the
oversimplification 0£ a very complex Act and the use of appropriate means to
issue.
enforce that interpretation.
To understand the situation leading
Free speech is not violated by the
to Rust v. Sullivan, a little history is Secretary's actions. One reason is that
required. The Public Health Service Act there is nothing forcing these doctors
was passed by Congress to fund family and/or clinics to accept money under
planning activities; Title X establishes Title X. If they are going to accept the
the appropriation of funds for these funds, then they must abide by the rules
activities. Section 1008 of the Act clearly that the government establishes.
states that no federal funds used under Congress, elected directly by the people,
Title X "shall be .· used in programs does not want these funds to be used for .
where abortion is a method of family advocating abortion as a method of
planning." There is no place in the Act
Continued on Page Twenty-six
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the Kids?
Think about it. We humans have
been making our entrance onto this
planet in the same way for millions of
years. You'd think that we'd have the
whole thing down to a science. My
husband and I certainly did. That is -until last semester when we had our first
baby.
My husband Rob and I have about
five science degrees between us so you
can imagine how shocked we were to
learn · that no one really even knows
what causes labor to start. I was
intrigued by this bit of information and
contacted everyone I knew who had ever
worked in labor and delivery, and
because I am a nurse I knew several
people with these credentials. I was
pleased to learn from these individuals
that it is the full moon which has the
most influence upon the labor process,
so on the full moon closest to my due
date I called everyone I knew to tell
them that I would be having the baby
·that night.
Convinced that the day was at hand,
I readied myself for the begillning of
labor. The next morning I awoke, and
was disappointed to realized that even
the time honored tradition of moon
watching had let me doWn. I was still
pregnant. All that was left to me was
_ running up and down the steps and
eating Chinese and Mexican food.
Finally, on Friday the 13th, the day
feared by trisadecaphobes everywhere,
Rob and I had our best day ever -Maggie made her entrance.
While many things about childbirth
and child rearing have not yet evolved,
the role of the woman in the household
has changed greatly in the past 40 years.
Todays mother often has to not only
bear and raise the children, but also
contribute financially to the household.
While this has added significantly to the
financial stability of many families, it has
also produced a negative effect.
Unfortunately, the role of the woman as
the primary nurturer has been devalued
in today's society. While I understand
that many of the economic demands of
life today require both parents to work,
I feel that we as a society have got to
put a new emphasis on the family and
childbearing.
The devaluation of parenthood does

.not effect only mothers; but its effects
are perhaps most dramatically felt by
women. Career and home compete for
her loyalty and energy. When a woman's
role as mother is _undercut, a chain
reaction is set off. Society's emphasis on
big earnings and creature comforts
discourages men from wanting to
become fathers. Children suffer and the
family structure is strained. It is
probably no coincidence that since
families have been sending both parents
into the work force, children have been
getting into more trouble at a earlier
age. We do well to ask ourselves to what
extent these societal stresses are caused .
by the lack of parental guidance and
maternal nurturing in the home.
As a society we should begin to
encourage the family by putting into
place policies which encourage familial
stability and re-value the role of the
parent in our society. A good way to
start would be by instituting
governmental and corporate policies
which allow women the time necessary
to safely have .children and adequately
. recover. The infant, too, obviously
benefits from its mother's nurturing
after delivery. Society furthermore
should encourage programs, be they tax
i n c e n t i ve s o r wo r k p l a c e
accommodations, which assist families in
raising children and meeting their
economic needs and career goals.
Innovations of which we can currently
avail ourself, include part time work or
job sharing. For example, some law
firms allow two attorney/ moms to share
the workload of one lawyer. Child care
on the employment premises is another
·option which could prove healthy for
families. Flexi-place programs are a high
. tech answer to the two career family.
With a computer, modem and fax
machine, the home can be connected
with the office and mom can be
connected to her children. The time is
now for society to support the family,
the fundamental unit of civilization.
Brendy Esmond
Fourth Year Evening
[For more infomiation im family
friendly legislation contact the House
Select Committee on Children, Youth and
Families at (202) 226-7692.]
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Beware
The Ides Of March
Continued from Page Sixteen
People may poke fun at Senator
Tsongas for his Elmer Fudd like
manner, but you've got to give the guy
credit for going with substance over
style. He may not · be the most
electrifying or energetic speaker in the
world, but when I watch and listen to
him on the television news and in
debates I see a man who has thought
about what he has to say, not just
rehearsed it. That, in my mind, is the
kev. Whenever I see Mr. Clinton on the
teievision I get the feeling I'm watching
a Rob Lowe movie. He's just too slick.
The whole business about his marital
infidelity seems terribly out of place as
an issue in today's political world.
You've got to give both he .and Mrs.
Clmton credit for working it thr9ugh;
still if he had just owned up to what he
was verbally dancing around I would
take him a little more seriously. Either
that or he should have refused to dignify
the issue with a reply.
The issue seems to have gone away
for now, but don't be surprised if it pops
up again later. And while the thought of
reading about Mr. Clinton's sexual
exploits with a night club singer as I wait
iI;i. the super market check out line this
coming summer and fall doesn't appeal
to me, letting him finesse the issue away
doesn't seem right either. It is not the
story that bothers me as much as the
way he has dealt with it.
The same polished rhetoric is at the
root of Governor Clinton's draft status
during the Vietnam war: I don't doubt
that a young Bill Clinton was opposed to
the war. I don't fault him for believing
the war was wrong. There were and are
a lot of people .who agree with him. I
cannot, however, respect him for the
way he dealt with his belief.
I read the letter he sent declaring his
reasons for not returning to the ROTC
unit as he agreed. A lot of people saw
great courage and commitment in the
words he wrote. Indeed, those words
expressed his anguish over his situation
and the decision he had to make. His
concern, however, seems just as strong
· for his political future as for his moral
beliefs. The letter makes obvious the

political grooming Mr. Clinton had
already begun. Some will say he took a
risk in throwing his name back into the
draft pool, but it was not such a great
one when you consider his draft number
and the fact that the peak draft years
had already passed. Bill Clinton is no
fool. He 'knew exactly what he was
doing. He deferred his draft status
during the peak draft years by agreeing
to join ROTC. Then, when he drew a
draft number high enough to be
reasonably sure he would not be called,
he took the unlikely chance of being
drafted over the certain military service
to which the ROTC unit would have
lead. All this to preserve his political
future.
In the letter the young Bill Clinton
wrote explaining his decision to avoid his
ROTC commitment, he expressed his
hatred for the racism that existed in the
United States. I wonder how much
thought he gave to the young draftees
(of whatever color) who couldn't avoid
their service by going to college or
joining ROTC. Apparently his concerns
with "the system" did not approach the
point where he would stand and be
counted as a .voice against the war. That
might have damaged his political
viability.
Bill Clinton refused to condemn the
war, yet he finessed his status so he
could avoid the risks of service. I wish
Bill Clinton had been more honest with
himself and the Colonel to whom he
wrote that letter. It seems his political
ambition was just a little stronger than
his moral outrage. It scares me that this
man now wants to be the president and
the commander in chief. Could he really
order anybody to take the risk he so
conscientfously avoided?
During his recent speech in Chicago,
Governor Clinton noted that we had
heard about him at his worst, but that
we had seen him at his best. He's right.
He is truly ambitious and a great
politician. He can spot an opportunity a
mile away. I just wish I could trust him.
It appears that a lot of people don't
seem to mind the way Governor Clinton
has dealt with the issues that have come
to surface so far. Indeed, people seem to

How do you spell relief? For Nadine Manning, Karen Broderick, Sam Caligiuri and
Carla Suesberry, relief means finishing up their appellate arguments in the Rrst
round of the Dean's Cup competition.
Photo by JM,

admire the way he has picked up the
pieces and carried on. Still, don't think
the issues are going away. Consider that
in Rhode Island, Massachusetts and five
southern states that held primaries on
Super Tuesday, roughly one third of
Democratic voters said they thought less
favorably of Governor Clinton because
of the way he managed to avoid the
draft. Its not just the draft issue either.
A fair number of people fear that the
worst is yet to come. As Frank Garrison,
head of the Michigan state AFL-CIO,
has said of Governor Clinton: "He's a
battleship that's taken about a dozen

torpedoes below the waterline. He's
sailing on, but one more bimbo and I
think he'll sink."
Governor Clinton has got the money,
organization and the ambition to make
it as the Democratic candidate. Caesar
had a lot of ambition too. Of course, we
all know what happened to him. It
won't, however, be a friend who brings
Bill Clinton down, it will be his own
past. He can run, but he can't hide. The
spotlight will only get brighter.

Michael Geffroy
Third Year Day

THE DEATH PENALTY...
WHERE IS THE JUSTICE?

AWorkshop for Students and Faculfy
5:00 p.m. Tuesday April 7th
Universify Center West Main Lounge

· • For the Death Penalty?
• Against the Death Penalty?
• Don't know how you feel about the Death Penalty?
• No matter what your position on the death penalty,
you are encouraged to attend a workshop featuring
Leigh Dingerson of .the National Coalition to Abolish
the Death Penalty.
•Join us in learning the facts and debating the issues.
Please help us estimate attendance by notifying Victor
Graves (3011681-6311 if you plan to attend.

A CPCLcommunity Workshop Presentation.
Tiil aMll110N roa nt! PIUl!RVA110N

Barrister's Ball 1992.

°' CML UIEl1111
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Start Getting Ready For...

EARTH DAY 1992

April _1 0th on Leahy Lawn
4:00pm to?

Activities include:

Tree Planting,
Speakers on the Environment,
Tie-dyeing, Music, Beer,
Bar-B-Que, and Volleyball

Don't forget to purchase your own Environmental
Law Society mug!
Proceeds fund the Earth Day activities

-~-- - -

-----

-~~

-

~-------------~----~---~
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Announcements
by Georgia Neidzielko
Director of LCS

Career Assessment

We stress individual assessment
leading to an individual career plan. A
career is much more than a string of ·
jobs -- it needs to match your unique
skills, values, goals and interests. Marcia
Shannon has an extensive background in
Schedules for. the Small Firm
assessment techniques and goal
Intenriewing Program.
development and would be happy to
Schedules for the Consortium of D. meet with you to assist you in starting
C. Area Law Schools' Small Firm your individual plan. The information
Interview Day are expected by March which you gather will be the starting
30. Please check the bulletin boards after point for your job search and will assist
that date to detennine if you have been you in assessing specific opportunities as
selected. Also, please remember that if they arise.
you drop a resunie, you are expected to
Jobs Books
take the interview if it is offered.
Please Note. A very large number of
Alice Avents (LCS's super secretary)
students declined their interviews for the
Public Interest Interview Day. In a has just renovated our Job Books and
Consortium Interview Program, when a inserted an index list in each volume.
st.u dent declines an interview, that This should make it easier to determine
interview spot goes to another school. if there are any new listings which
Although an equal number of CU interest you.
students were chosen for interviews, our
Job Hot Line
students declined more interviews than
any other school in the program.
We have instituted a hot line to list
Employers are left with a very bad
impression when we have such a poor new job postings. You can call the LCS
number, 319-5132, after office hours,
showing.
(5:00 Monday, Thursday & Friday; 7:00
Tuesday & Wednesday), to hear the
First Year Pilot Program
taped listing. The listing gives only
general information about the positions The Pilot Program is off to a great - you can get the details from the jobs
start with over 30 participants. Students books during office hours. (A lot of AU
who were unable to attend should see stu<Jents are calling the hot line -- this
Marcia or Georgia, for a short service is intended to be limited to CU
introduction to individual career students -- please don't give out this
assessment.
number to students from other schools!)

Attention CUA Undergraduate
Alumni From the Classes of
1989, 1990, and 1991

. Continued from Page Eighteen
Washington Post, February 26, 1989).
Through various agreements with Israel,
the U.S. and European countries have
limited Soviet Jews from immigrating to
other countries, forcing them to go to
Israel. (See Id.) Instead of
humanitarianism, the goal of the Likud
government is to obtain a strong
foothold outside the state of Israel,
particularly in the occupied West Bank,
in violation of Article 49 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention, of whichthe U.S. is
a signatary.
The current Israeli government is
using these refugees as pawns to further
the illegal expansion of Israel into the
occupied territories. The continual rise
in the number: of Israeli settlers creates
"facts on the ground" that will eventually
tip the demographic balance in Israel's
favor, further frustrating any solution to
the Palestinian issue. The U.S. should
not be forced to subsidize and free up
the Israeli budget for continued illegal
settlements that are contrary to
American policy and international law.
These same settlements are opposed by
the majority of Israelis and would be
halted under a Labor party government.
The authors have totally disregarded
the humanitarian effects of these loan
guarantees and Israeli policy on the
Palestinians: two million people who are
under constant fear of intimidation and
arrest, jailed without cause or charges,
their homes and land being illegally

'

confiscated daily for settlement activity,
and a people who have suffered under
occupation for over 24 years. These loan
guarantees would only free more funds
to further subjugate the' Palestinians.
The pro-loan authors believe that
Israel has agreed to stop building
further settlements after completion of
those already under construction.
According to the Israeli Housing
Ministry, 18,000 units have been started
in the last 18 months and 100,000
additional units are being planned. (See,
Christian Science Monitor, January 13,
1992.) Shamir has also stated
unequivocally that Israel will not stop
building settlements, "even for a day."
This is the same government so
committed to the peace process that
they have arrested without cause, or as
Israel states "administratively detained,"
two members of the Palestinian peace
delegation. Of course the U.S. protests
this action, just as the U.S. protests the
annexation and confiscation of territory,
the human rights abuses, and the Israeli
occupation in general.
Is this the kind of country, policy, and
attitude that we want to support with
$10 billion in loan guarantees, above and
beyond the already $4.3 billion annually
in aid that Israel is granted? We believe
our conscience and our own country's
pocketbook would be better served by a
denial of these loans.
Louis Macareo
Second Year Day
Edward Jajeh
Second Year Day

PICNIC -- Just Like at Senior Week!
GIANT RECEIPT
Saturday, May 30, 1992
Details of the event will be in an upcoming alumni letter.
Please contact the Alumni Center if they do not have
u
your current address.
Pass the word -- We expect a large turnout!

GRAND

TOTAL

$42,397.29
THE SBA AND THE STUDENTS ,
AT ST. ANTHONY'S THANK YOU ALL!!!!!
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Continued from Page Nineteen

Reverend .. William J. Byron and Associate Justice David H. Souter at the "Salute To Thurgood
Marshall program hosted by the Black Law Students Association on February 29, 1992.

Alumni Board to Address
Summer Employment
by Jill Cameron
Office of Alumni Affairs
"How I Spent My Summer Vacation Legal and Non-Legal Summer
Employment" will be the topic of
discussion for the first Alumni Panel,
sponsored by the Law School Alumni
Society on Saturday, April 11, 1992. The
event will take place in Hannon
Auditorium from lO:OOam until noon.
Summer can be a season to relax and
have fun, but for many law students it is
a time of stress, depending on the
summer employment they have secured.
The Alumni Board wants to calm the
fears of students who worry about the
impact of working in a non-legal field.

The Board will also suggest ways to
enrich the summer legal position.
Following a continental breakfast, six
alumni representing various summer
employment backgrounds will present
their summer job experiences. A
question and answer period will follow.
The Alumni Panel presentation is the
first step of a program organized by the
Alumni Board to integrate students and
alumni. The Board also plans to play an
active role in the first year orientation
program in the fall.
All students, particularly first year
students, are encouraged to attend.
Students will receive more information
about this and other programs in their
student mailboxes.

family planning. The Secretary is merely
ensuring that this rule is followed. It is
not a stretch to see a conflict in say,
Planned Parenthood, an organization
which profits to the tune of hundreds of
millions of dollars every year on
performing abortions and also accepts
federal money under Title X, from using
this federal money to perform both roles
contrary to the wishes of <;::ongress. The
Secretary merely wants to make sure
that the federal money under Title X is
not used as a type of referral service for
these businesses. Pregnant women know
that abortion is an option available to
them; they need only to look in a phone
book to be reminded of it. The
regulations only make sure that
recipients of Title X funding do not
profit inappropriately from their role as
family planning advisors.
Another reason that . free speech is
not violated is because the government
is merely "funding one activity to the
exclusion of another." The government
wants to fund family planning, but it
does not consider abortion to be an
appropriate method of family planning.
How it spends federal money is up to
Congress. If you want to accept that

Answers to
Legal Pursuits
Continued from Page Seven
1. C&P--An

anti-war demonstration
(13,(}(}() people blocking TU.Sh-hour traffic
in Washington, D.C., in May, 1971).
2. H&L-- A wilL
3. L&A--"Helter Skelter."

4. C--10 (1863-1865).
5. P--William Shakespeare (Measure for
Measure, l{J{J4-l(j(}5).
6. C&P--$55.8 million (in Pfizer, Inc. v.
International Rectifier Corp. and
Rochelle Laboratories over an antibiotic,

dioxycycline ).
7. H&L--Michigan (196'J).

Asbestos Found
In Library
by Catherine A. Dunn
Second Year Day

Danger. Asbestos. Cancer and lung
disease hazard. Authorized personnel
only. Respirators and protective clothing
required in this area.
This rather disturbing message was
posted on the ground floor offices of the
law library just a few weeks ago. Scott
Keimig, Director of Environmental
Affairs on campus said "the areas in the
library were closed down until we could
make sure that there was no
contamination." Fortunately, no asbestos
was found in the air and the offices have
since been reopened.
According to Assistant Dean for
Administration Michael Kanne, during
the annual safety inspection of Leahy

Hall, an individual reported evidence of
some material on a desk in the library
offices. There was concern that the
material might be asbestos. A sample of
the material was taken to a lab and was
indeed found to contain asbestos.
Air samples were taken from the
office and tested for asbestos fibers. A
contractor then cleaned up the office
and a second air sample was taken and
tested. The actual testing process is
rather technical. However, Dean Kanne
explained that "the air samples of the
offices were safe before the clean up
process and after. No asbestos fibers
were found in the air."
The offices in the library were closed,
_as a safety precaution, for no more than
48 hours. Students who wish to view the
report of the testing results may do so
by contacting Dean Kanne at 319-5144.

money, you have to abide by the
regulations. Every doctor and clinic is
certainly entitled to refuse acceptance of
any federal money and proceed freely
with their activities, but you cannot
accept the money and then not abide by
the regulations. Free speech is not
violated because the doctors and/or
clinics are freely curbing what they can
say to patients in exchange for federal
funds. If the doctors feel that the
regulations are too burdensome for
them to follow, then they should not
accept the federal money.
Arguing that the Secretary's _
regulations are an unwarranted
restriction of free speech, while being a
good sound bite, is a simplification of
the issue at hand. Abortion is presently
legal, but Congress has decided not to
fund it as a method of family planning.
To require Title X services to abide by
the regulations, while impacting -free
speech, ·does not violate it because
federal money does not need to be
accepted. If you waQJ: the taxpayers'
money, then you -must play by the
taxpayers' rules. The impact on free
speech is minimal when the situation is
entered into freely by the doctors.
Walter Galas
First Year Day

8. L&A--"Off with her head."
9. C--1he Dred Scott decision.
10. P--Baker&: McKenzie ((j(}(} lawyers in

29 counties).
11. C&P..-Saturday.
12. H&L--1he Rule against Pepetuities.
13. L&A--E. Howard Hunt (as David St.
John).
14. C--1he First Amendment.
15. P--Mark Lane and Charles Garry.
16. C&P--Murder.
17. H&L--Manied.
18. L&A--Merritt.
19. C--1he lfJth Amendment
20. P--Mae West (1937).

·.ASBESTOS

CANCER ANO LUNG DISEASE
HA.ZA.RO

AUTHORIZED
PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPrRATORS AND
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
ARE REQUIRED IN
THIS AREA

,

.•
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GRADUATION 1992

TUESDAY, APRIL 14:
Cap and Gown Measurements/Orders, $34.00 rental fee
required at time order is placed. Graduates may purchase graduation
announcements at this time. Leahy Lobby, 3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15:
Cap and Gown Measurements/Orders, $34.00 rental fee
required at time order is placed. Graduates may purchase graduation
announcements at this time. Leahy Lobby, 10:00 am - 6:00 pm

THURSDAY, MAY 21: (Please note new date!)
Graduation Committee Dock Party/Cruise,
Washington Marina, 9:30 p.m.

FRIDAY, MAY 22:
Cap ·and Gown Distribution, Keane Hall, 2:00 pm - 7:00 pm

SATURDAY, MAY 23:
Groundbreaking for New Law School Building and Reception
Construction Site, 1:00 p.m.

+

Certificate Ceremonies: Communications Institute
and International Law Programs 3:30 pm

+

Mass of Thanksgiving
Trinity College Chapel 5:00 pm

+

Graduation Committee Parent's Reception and Dance
Mayflower Hotel 9:00 pm

SUNDAY, MAY 24:
Cap and Gown Distribution, Keane Hall, 11:00 am

•
•

Law School Commencement Exercises
National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, 4:00 pm

Dean's Reception for graduates and families to follow.
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STUDENT EVALUATION'S
Ludwikowski, R.
Comparative 56 / 45
Ludwikowski, R.
Law of EC 48/27
Marcin, R.
Civil Pro
100/99
J McDougall, H.
Law & Public
Policy
20/18
Miles, V.
Comm Trans 62/52
Miles, V.
6.4 Sales
45/34
Mintz, B.
Admin. Law 32/30
Mintz, B.
Appellate Ad 12/10
6.4 Mintz, B.
Contemporary
5.8 Jewish Law 1/1
Newton, N.
Contracts
65/65
6.3 Noone, M.
Products
5.6 Liability
7/6
Noone, M.
Remedies
61/57
5.8 Ogilvy, J.
Civil Pro
67/65
7 Perlmutter, S.
Corporations 66/59
6.2 Perlmutter, S.
Corp. Sec. 3 75/65
Simon, K.
6.9 Corporate
9/8 .
Tax
5.4 Simon, K.
Federal Tax 58/46
Smith, G.
Environ.
38/35
4.4 Smith, G.
Property
70/59
4.6 Waite
Estates I (02)19/17
5.4 Waite
Estates I (04)22/20
6 Wortham, L.
Prof. Resp. 69/53
6.8 White, M.
Confracts
67/66
4.2 Zuckman, H.
Torts
55/55
6.6 Zuckman, H.
Torts (02) 33/33
5.3

H -- The instructor's overall performance compares
with the overall performance of other law
school instructors you have had.
I -- Overall evaluation of the course.
J -- Overall evaluation of the instructor.

Teacher
Course

Class Size/
Response

H

I

FULL-TIME FACULTY
FALL 1991
Barracato
Evidence
61/58
Barracato
Trial Practice
N/A
Bloomfield
History Amer.
Law
29/23
Clark, L.
Criminal Law67 /58
Clark, L.
Investigative
Process
52/43
Collins
Contracts,
66/65
Destro, R.
Conflicts
of Laws
52/34
Destro, R.
1st Amend, 14/8
Fishman, C.
Criminal Law70 / 48
Fishman, C.
Investigative
Process
22/16
Fox, W.
Civil Pro.
63/63
Fox, W.
Int. Bus. Trans.
N/A
Garvey, J.
Estates I (01)57 /47
Garvey, J.
Estates I (03)59/45
Hartley, R.
Federal Cts. 31/27
Hartley, R.
Labor Law 57/54
Hill, F.
Federal Tax 46/39
Kahn, P.
Antitrust--day34/30
Kelly, K.
Civil Pro
66/62
Lerman, L.
Contracts
33/29
Lerman, L.
Prof. Resp. 61/50
Lester, U.
Corporations 71/64
Lester, U.
Remedies
48/41
Lipton, D.
Corporations 69 /27
Lipton, D ..
Securities
27/18
Lord, J.
Agency
23/21

6.2

6.3

6.3

6.2

5.8

5.6

6.2

6.0

5.7

5.5

5.6

5.2

7

6.9

6

5.9

6.8

6.8

5.4

5.1

4.3

4.3

4.6

4.5

5.5

4.8

5.9

5.9

6.8

6.4

4.2

4.4

6.6

6.2

4.9

5

5.6

4.9

5.6

5.7

6.2

5.9

5.6

5.5

5.4

5.6

6.4

6.4

Conaway, H.
6.1 Employee Tax
Benefits
6.1
13/13
5.7
5.8
?·9 Daly, P.
Catholic Soc
5.5
5.2
5.9 Teaching
6.2
6/6
Fair, L.
Appellate
5.8
5.6
5.9 Advocacy
15/15
6.8
Feeney, D.
6.1
6.6
6.6 Federal
5.1
Tax/Wealth 15/14
6.1
6.4
6.4 Fisher
Seperation of
6.5
6.5
6.8 Powers
4.5
15/14
· Gill, J.
5.7
5.8
5.7 .Trial Practice 16/14
4.7
Green, }>.
ERISA
5.4
10/8
7
7
7 Higgins, J.
Local Gov. 19/19
5.5
5.8
5.9
6 Hobbett, R.
Fed. Inc. Tax59/41
3.6
Irwin, D.
5.7 Comm. Crs. N/A
5.8
5.7
Keene, R.
4.4 . 4.5 Entertainment
4.4
Law
29/26
6.3
6.6
Kowalski,
B.
.
I(,
6.6
6.2
Trial Practice N /A
6.6 Kuney, S.
6.5
6.4
Antitrust
6.5
58/44
6.
7
Morris,
L.
6.7
6.6
Invest. Proc. 22/21
6.6
Miranda, C.
6
6.4
Immigration
28/28
6.5
6.3
Nathans, L.
. 6.5
6.3 Trial Practice 15/11
6.3
5.9
Neigus, D.
6.1
5.6
Labor
Law 20/16
5.5
5.5
Owens, R.
5.4 International
5.5
5.5
Crim. Law 22/19
5.1
4.1 Panzer, IRM
4
3.6
Federal
6.6
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ALIEN·S INVADE CUA LAW
by Billy Vanilli
First Year Day
They were virtually undetected at
first. They surreptitiously maneuvered
themselves into mainstream life at the
Columbus School of Law. Now, the
Leahy Enquirer has uncontroverted proof
that CUA Law is operating under the
authority of aliens from outer space.
"There are just too many strange
things occurring," stated one student
who wished to remain anonymous. "Now
that we know the truth, in retrospect, it's
amazing we didn't figure it out sooner."
The event that broke the story,
according t-0 campus security, was the
posting of grades in Leahy lobby. "The
grades were up almost immediately

upon return from the winter break,"
commented another student. "And as if
posting them so early in the semester
wasn't a big enough clue, the act.ual
grades themselves should have signalled
the invasion loud and clear."
It's true. It should have been obvious.
No student was given less than an 85 in
Evidence. Professor Zuckman's
discretionary points . were actually
rationally related to class participation.
Professor Granfield abandoned his
standard bell curve, and awarded 35 As
and 47 Bs. Professor Fox flunked two
students.
It gets weirder. There were recycling
bins all over the campus. Dean Rohner
himself was seen standing next to a bin
full of aluminum cans, waiving and

The Leahy Enquirer held its annual
awards banquet on March 22, 1992 in
the Grand Ballroom at the Hyatt
Regency Hotel in Washington, D.C.
Eddy himself served as Master of
Ceremonies, and presented awards to
the following people:
1. Best Punt, Pass & Kick Award -Dean Ralph Rohner
2. Siskel & Ebert Amateur Film
Critics Award -- Professor Harvey
Zuckman
3. How Can We Miss You If You
Won't Go Away Award -- Professor
David Granfield ~
4. Most Successful Gerber Baby
Award -- Professor William Fox

Life After
SBA?

5. Sam . Kinnison · Style Classroom
Lecture Award
Professor Fred
Bennett
6. God Bless the 1960s Award -Professor David Lipton
7. Federal Express Speedspeaking
Award -- Dean Leah Wortham
8. Roget's Thesaurus. Ubiquitous
Lexicon of the English Language Award
-- Professor William Wagner
9. Best Supporting Actor in a
Comedy -- Dean George Garvey
10. The "Just Say No" Award
Professor Irving Panzer
11. The "Eeny, Meeny, Miney, Moe"
Registration Award -- Dean Nat Garcia
12. The General George Patton
Memorial Award -- Dean Mike Kanne
13. The Saturday Night Live Church
Lady Award
Sister Rosemary
Donnelly .

by Arthur Murray
Third Year Day

Jim Kulbaski and Tom Curran demonstrate
their waltzing technique during the ballroom
dancing seminar.

by Shamus B. Ondbelief ,
Second Year Day

by Clair N. Sthomas
Fourth 'Year Night

The Leahy · Enquirer's exclusive photos of
Supreme Court justice nominee, Frank Bemis
which could halt his ronf"annation hearings.

INFRA... Manhunt, at 2; ·

Is there life after SBA? "Absolutely!"
responded former SBA President Tom
Curran. Rather than retire to the Old
Soldiers Home, Curran is teaching a
weekly seminar in ballroom dancing.
Pictured above with his prize pupil
Jim Kulbaski, Curran admits "the skill
may not be of much value in finding a
legal job, but it's certainly a
conversation-starter for thos e
mterviews!"

Irish .M afia Exposed

Sordid Past Haunts
Supreme Court Nominee

Supreme Court_nominee Frank Bemis
suffered another round of damaging
testimony in his confirmation hearings
before the Senate, as evidence of a law
school affair surfaced this week. The
Leahy EnqtJ-irer, has obtained this
exclusive photograph, taken during
Bemis' education at the Columbus
School of Law. Bemis has denied all
charges, and likened the hearings to a
low-tech lynching.

• • •

smiling at the throngs of CUA students, Brown lecture series, and have booked
faculty, and administrators as they did Leonard Nimoy to kick off this
their bit to help the environment.
semester's series.
Then there's the curriculum itself.
Student response to the Alien Remedies, Administrative Law, and Administration has been positive. The
Coilflicts were dropped from the list of intramural sports program has been
staple courses. Space Law was added as expanded to include teams from
a 2-semester, 8-credit required course. neighboring galaxies. A mentor program
There were enough sections of Trials has been established to ensure that
Practice to accommodate all the visiting and transferring students from
students who pre-registered for the other universes have an easy transition.
course.
SPIL is auctioning off two htkets to the
It is rumored that the Alien next space shuttle flight, o take place
Administration will call a Town Meeting shortly after spring break. One student
to discuss a variety of issues, including a commented that the old administration
summer abroad exchange program with "seemed like they were on another
the U Diversity -of Saturn. The Aliens planet anyway, so the switch was no big
have already announced that they will deal."
continue the highly acclaimed Brendan

CUA Awards Banquet
by Ozzy Funderberk, Jr.
First Year Day

'''

1

Third year law student Kristen
Rogers, working for the last two and a
half years as a counter- espionage agent
for the Central Intelligence Agency,
fingered the leaders of Leahy's Irish
Mafia, the Leahy Enquirer has learned.
"Smile! You're on Candid Camera!"
were the last words the Mafia kingpins
heard before a swarm of CIA agents
descended on the trio and placed them
under arrest.
The suspects, Michael O'Sullh:an,
Chris Flynnahan, and Michael
McGeffroy, were given their Miranda
warnings, before being taken into
custody. No trial date has been set as of
this time.

Potato ·Head, at 3;

Kristen Rogers fingers members of the now
infamous Leahy Irish Mafia.

Law School Terrorized, at 3.
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FBI
by Chief Wantanabe
Special to the Leahy Enquirer

An FBI manhunt for CUA law
Professor Harvey L. Zuckman continues
as students and colleagues are
questioned regarding his whereabouts.
Last week, the First Amendment law
professor shocked the nation by leaking
excerpts from classified CIA documents
about the JFK assassination to both The
New York Times and The Washington
Post.
"At this point, we don't know whether
to hail him as a hero, or demand his
resignation," stated law school Dean
Ralph J. Rohner. Since then, Zuckman
has literally disappeared, hiding from
government officials to avoid arrest.
Ironically, Zuckman's actions mirror
a similar controversy about which he has
lectured in class involving the Pentagon
Papers, CIA documents about the
Vietnam War leaked by Daniel Ellsberg
to national newspapers to support antiwar protests. In a landmark U.S.
Supreme Court case, The New York
Times v. United States (1971), the Court
held that the government could not
suppress the media or censor
newspapers prior to publication, thus
blocking efforts to keep information in
the Pentagon Papers from public
disclosure.
Zuckman's actions led to a weeklong series of articles in both The Post
and The Times regarding the JFK
assassination and subsequent cover-up.
Although the documents concerned were
n'ot to be made public until the year
2024, recent public opinion polls show
that most Americans believe that
assassin Lee Harvey Oswald did not act
alone, and that some sort of conspiracy
to cover up the truth resulted.
One colleague who wishes to remain
anonymous claims that Zuckman's
efforts to release the truth stem from
"his desire to halt the endless mindnumbing debate" over who is responsible
for shooting President John F. Kennedy.

MANHUNT

AT

CUA

The nation was shocked by the
"For those of us who saw restrictions condition of anonymity, admits "lately
disclosure last week that former on the media flourish in recent years, it's there have been so many leaks of
President Richard M. NiXon originally great to see the power of print in action documents and administrative actions
ordered the assassination because of his again," emphasized Catherine A. Dunn, that we're really frustrated. Some people
long-standing hatred of President future Editor in Chief of the Leahy want to make an example out of this
Kennedy; it was the most volatile Enquirer. "I just wish Professor Zuckman Zuckman character, since we're not
would have granted the interview getting much support for the Hillrevelation of the JFK documents.
Thomas leak investigation. The Bush
"Nixon's hatred dates back as early as exclusively to the Enquirer."
FBI spokesman Ima D. Unce says, people are just livid about widespread
the first television debate against
Kennedy when he looked scruffy and "We need the help of the CUA leaking in an election year."
community to find Zuckman. We just
One critical faculty member
sinister in a white shirt, contrasted to
want to ask hiin a few questions -- that's
complains, "why did Harvey subject us
Kennedy's blue shirt and attractive
all. People have been very cooperative, to all this controversy? I think he's doing
looks," says former Nixon White House
but we need more information."
all this to garner publicity for a play he
Counsel John Dean. "That eighteenNo criminal charges have been filed.
recently wrote called "A Near Thing." I
minute tape gap allegedly contained
hear theater directors on Broadway are
statements about the success of the plan Little is known about how Zuckman
not. trying to reach him about it."
acquired the documents in the first
to assassinate JFK, and had nothing to
place, and FBI investigators have made
For now, Zuckman remains
do with Watergate!"
that a central issue in campus
In a brief telephone interview with
underground, as newse_apers nationwide
interrogations.
the Leahy Enquirer, Zuckman revealed
continue to publi h articles on the
One FBI agent, who spoke on controversial JFK documents.
"the public has the right to know the
truth, no matter whose feathers are
ruffled. The media must reclaim its role
in American society as truthsayer, and
abandon its 1980s role as a mouthpiece
for government officials!" He claims that
. due to the embarrassment to the
Republican party caused by Nixon's
actions, "no Republican administration
would release this information" prior to
the 2024 deadline. President Bush
earlier stated that he had "seen no
evidence to suggest Oswald did not act
alone." As former CIA Director, his
denials could come back to haunt him in
an election year. Bush aides are
scranibling for damage control in light
of last week's revelations.
"I took it upon myself to get this stuff
out, and I hope my students and
colleagues will view my actions as heroic
defiance, rather than criminal treason or
some such nonsense," stated Zuckman.
Many of his communications law
students claim Zuckman was justified in
his actions.
"Leaking the documents was a last
resort. If there was any other way to get
out the information, I'm sure he
wouldn't have done it this way. But we
support Professor Zuckman and wish
Zuckman was last seen incognito at the Barrister's Ball with third year Carrie Goldner.
Is .it possible that she may be an accomplice to Zuckman's actions?
him luck," stated Dan Murphy, President
of the Communications Law Institute.

,-

ATTENTION LAW STUDENTS
Legal Job Opening - Salaried Position
The jinn of Baloney, Bullcom & Crud, P. C.,-is now accepting
applications for partnership positions.

Requirements: 1) A Personality
2) Bottom 25% of Class
3) Journal Experience Discouraged

Students are encouraged to drop by and hang out.
Starting Salary - You name it.
As

if.
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FROM THE BACKROW '
by Scott Elkind

Third Year Day

Since I'm still around, I have been
given another opportunity to impart
some parting shots in the form of
another scathingly sarcastic diatribe
concerning the cinema. In honor of this
April Fool's Issue, I have taken some
liberties in exploiting the innuendo
possibilities presented by many movie
titles. Here are some less than modest

examples.
"Beauty and the Beast" -- Disney's
animated reenactment of the Mike
. Tyson rape trial
"Home Alone" -- a guide to the everpopular art of self-abuse
"The Prince of Tides" ~- The successor
to the throne of the "Mambo Kings"
"JFK" -- Just F*#@ing Killed
"The Fischer King" -- uses a "Hook"
baited with "Fried Green Tomatoes"
"My Own Private Idaho" -- is the only
place where you can hear "The
Silence of the Lambs" and obviously

THIRD YEAR SNAPS
by Joe Truth
Second Year Day

With a mere two months until
graduation, third year Jeff Arnold has
fmally snapped. (What a surprise).
Last week, after spending a few
hopeless hours in the career counseling
office, Arnold emerged from Keane Hall

·Third

year, Jeff Arnold, contemplating
the $60,000 question: ls there life after law
1schooL

with a glazed look in his eye.
Witnesses say Arnold then crossed
campus to Leahy Hall and began
attending class after class with first year
students.
Reportedly, every time a professor
posed a legal question to the first years,
Arnold would fanatically raise and wave
his twitching hand until he was
grudgingly called on. Regardless of the
question asked, Arnold would respond
by either screaming, "Your Mama!" or
by yelling, "Shut up before I kill you!"
After one property class, a first year
student was heard to say, "It was so cool.
If the professor wouldn't call on him,
Jeff would just say 'like I care' over and
over again."
Undecided on ·bow to handle the
incident, the administration has
tentatively agreed to plan to meet to
consider thinking about perhaps forming
a committee.
While Arnold is not. considered to be
a threat to students, you may want to
avoid mentioning any subjects even
remotely related to law.
However, if you do see him, you
might want to shake his hand.

Headlines You'll Never See In .JN
By Alfred E. Newman

Third Year Day
1. Jack Kent Cooke To Change
Redskins' Name; ·Acknowledges
Insensitivity To N~tive Americans
i. New Law School Completed;
Students Refunded Excess Tuition
Dollars
3. Dean Rohner Calendars Town
Meeting; Entire Faculty and
Administration To Attend
4. Temperature In Leahy Under
Control
5. Professors Plead Guilty To Playing
Hide-The-Ball on Law School .Exams
6. Grades Posted Within First Two
Weeks of Classes; Faculty Apologizes
For Unnecessary Delay
7. Parking Permit Fee at CUA To
Drop 20%
8. Dean Lord Shaves Beard
9. Entire Graduating Class Has Jobs;
Tenth Year in a Row for CUA Law
10. Tom O'Dea Not Mentioned In
Judicial Notice

located somewhere m "Wayne's
World"
"Bugsy" -- in my book still a rabbit by
any other name
"The Rocketeer" -- Disney's futuristic
Mousketeer
"Memoirs of an Invisible Man" -Doonesbury's rendition of the George
Bush Administration
"American Me" -- just bad grammar
"Article 99" -- just another forgotten JN
piece
"Stop, or My Mom Will Shoot" -- needs
no other help in sounding stupid, but

could be deemed "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show"
"The Commitments" -- series of events
occurring to law students facing the
prospect of both the bar exam
combined with certain unemployment
Just in case any of you were so
inclined, I notice a listing under the
Foxchase 2 & 3 Cinema, an adult
establishment, advertising the following:
"Escorted Women Admitted Free."
Question of the Day: In light of the Pee
Wee Herman incident, is this politically
correct?

Moot Court Board Encourages
Communication and Diversity
by Sigmund Throid

Third Year Day

In an effort to improve
communication and mental health, the
Moot Court Board issued a memo
encouraging its members to act on their
emotions. Vice Chancellor of Dean's
Cup Kate Kenealy was among the first
to implement the Board's new policy
with her Deputy Roh Chamberlin. "I've
only strangled him once or twice, but I
feel better already," she admitted.
In keeping with the organization's
non-discriminatory hiring practices, the
Board voted unanimously to hire Mr.
Potato Head to run the Client
Counseling Competition. Under Mr.
' Head's leadership, the competition ·
which was previously scheduled to take
place in October 1991, and at three
other times between January and midMarch 1992, has been set for Leap Day,
1997.

i

1Kate Kenealy releases stress and improves
:communication with the help of Rob
Chamberlin. Vice Chancellor of the Client
;Counseling Competition Mr. Potato Head is
pictured in the foreground.

i

Dummy Terrorizes
Law School

11. Clarence Thomas Admits
Wrongdoing
12. Joan Vorrasi Tells Students To ·
Shove It
13. Police No Longer To Ticket
Along Harewood Road
14. Judicial Notice Editor To Receive '
Academic Credit and Financial Stipend
15. Pro-Choice Group Given Official
University Status at CUA
16. D.C. Blanketed With 35 Inches of
Snow; Msgr. Wippel Cancels Classes ;
17. Public Interest Attorneys Receive i
Highest Salaries of Alf Practicing .
Attorneys
, 18. Verdict Handed Down in Case
Handled by CCLS
19. Campus-Wide Recycling Program
Implemented
20. Registration Runs Smoothly; All
Students Accommodated With Their
The smiling dummy and ventriloquist Jorge
First Choice of Classes
pictured here before the dummy was
21. Three Miserable Women At Canovas,
advised of his First AmencJment rights. ,
Student -- Accounts Convicted of
Intentional Infliction of Emotional
Distress

by Pinn Okeo
Second Year Evening

Several law students in the evening
division were terrorized as ventriloquist
Jorge Canovas' dummy miraculously
came to life and stalked the halls of
Leahy at approximately 11:30pm, the
Leahy Enquir.er has learned. Muttering
something about having been denied his
Constitutional right to free speech under
the First Amendment, the dummy's
apparent motive was revenge for having
been forced to speak on behalf of
Canovas for all these years.
When asked about the incident,
Canovas commented, "I always ~bought
Dave [the dummy] was perfectly happy!"
It just goes to show you, dummys feel
the need to speak their mind as well.
One student that wished to remain
'anonymous commented that after three
years of law school, this fact should be
clear to all of us.

